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MINUTES
Council on Postsecondary Education
November 6, 2006
The Council on Postsecondary Education met November 6, 2006, at 10
a.m. at the Council offices in Frankfort, Kentucky. Chair Ron Greenberg
presided.

ROLL CALL

The following members attended: Walter Baker, Peggy Bertelsman, Kevin
Canafax, Dan Flanagan, Ron Greenberg, John Hall, Phyllis Maclin, Alois
Moore, Kevin Noland, Ryan Quarles, Jim Skaggs, John Turner, and Mark
Wattier. Joan Taylor did not attend.

COMMISSIONER
OF EDUCATION

Mr. Greenberg welcomed Kevin Noland, who was named Interim
Commissioner of Education in November to replace Gene Wilhoit.

APPROVAL
OF MINUTES

The minutes of the September Council meeting were approved as
distributed.
Mr. Greenberg said that the Council bylaws permit consolidation of
multiple agenda items into a single item; this is referred to as a consent
agenda. If any member objects to the consent agenda, the items may be
considered separate. Mr. Greenberg suggested acting on the following
five recommendations as a consent agenda.

IMPROVING
EDUCATOR STATE
GRANT PROGRAM

RECOMMENDATION: The staff recommends that the Council award
federal No Child Left Behind, Title II, Part A, funds in the amount of
$1,095,000 for January 1, 2007-June 30, 2008, to support the
following eight projects:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Effectively Integrating the 3R’s: Enhancing Mathematics
Instruction and Achievement in Middle and High School
Classrooms (Morehead State University): $145,000
Change Over Time: Environmental Problem Solving Using
Mathematics/Science and Other Subjects—From Concept to
Practice (Murray State University): $140,000
Spanish Immersion, Mentoring, and Exchange (Murray State
University): $125,000
Certifying World Language Teachers for Kentucky (Northern
Kentucky University): $150,000
Community-Based Science for Teachers (University of
Kentucky): $120,000
Developing and Assessing World Language Competence in
Kentucky Schools (University of Kentucky): $115,000
Making Nonlinear Algebra Accessible (University of Kentucky):
$150,000

•

Central Kentucky Partnership for Developing Middle School
Teachers’ Capacity to Increase Student Learning in the Physical
Sciences (Western Kentucky University): $150,000

RECOMMENDATION: The staff recommends that the Council delegate
DELEGATION OF
AUTHORITY – 2007-08 to the Executive Committee the authority to approve tuition and fees
parameters for the universities and KCTCS for academic year 2007-08.
TUITION & FEES

KYVU
NAME
CHANGE

RECOMMENDATION: In response to a recommendation of the Distance
Learning Advisory Committee, the Kentucky Virtual University staff
recommends the Council approve changing the name of the Kentucky
Virtual University to the Kentucky Virtual Campus.

CAPITAL PROJECTS

RECOMMENDATION: The staff recommends that the Council approve
the request of Murray State University to install new turf at Stewart
Stadium for $600,000 of private funds and $600,000 of restricted
agency funds. The project scope is $1,200,000.

DELEGATION
OF AUTHORITY –
SELECTION OF
SEARCH FIRM

RECOMMENDATION: The staff recommends that the Council delegate
to the Presidential Search Committee the authority to select an executive
search firm and delegate authority to the Council president to enter into a
contract with the selected firm.
MOTION: There being no objection, Mr. Canafax moved that the five
recommendations be approved as presented. Mr. Quarles seconded the
motion.
VOTE: The motion passed.

FOCUS ON REFORM
– AIKCU ANNUAL
REPORT

The focus on reform item was a report from the Association of
Independent Kentucky Colleges and Universities. House Bill 191, passed
in 2002, calls on AIKCU to present an annual report to the Council
about the condition of independent postsecondary education and suggest
opportunities for more collaboration between the public and independent
institutions.
AIKCU President Gary S. Cox presented an overview of the significant
role Kentucky’s independent colleges and universities play in helping the
Commonwealth reach its higher education goals. He distributed and
discussed two new reports about independent higher education in
Kentucky. The first, Private Colleges, Public Benefits: The Economic and
Community Impact of Kentucky’s Independent Colleges and Universities,
was prepared by an independent outside research firm and takes an indepth look at the economic, cultural, and social benefits that independent
colleges and universities provide to the Commonwealth and its people.
The second report, Kentucky’s Independent Colleges and Universities:
Preparing Teachers . . . Building the Future, highlights teacher
preparation initiatives at AIKCU member campuses under two recently

completed grant programs and provides an overview of the role of
independent colleges and universities in preparing educators for Kentucky
schools. The evidence in the report shows the strong collaboration
between independent institutions, public colleges and universities, the
Commonwealth, and public school districts across the state to improve
the P-16 pipeline.
The presidents of Pikeville College, Mid-Continent University, and Union
College, Hal Smith, Robert Imhoff, and Ed deRossett, respectively,
discussed initiatives on their campuses and thanked the Council for
providing the opportunity to share the work of the independent colleges
and universities.
Dr. Cox asked that the Council be more aggressive in finding ways to
utilize the effective vehicle that benefits students and families, the
Commonwealth public institutions, and the independent institutions. He
said that one immediate and effective way to utilize this vehicle is to
expand the state independent college partnership by adequately funding
student financial aid programs. He urged the Council to make increased
funding for these programs a high priority, both for independent and
public institution students.
Dr. Cox also asked the Council to identify creative ways to advance the
idea of mutually benefiting both public and independent campuses for
making progress and meeting goals. This mutual benefit idea can best
be achieved through the funding formula where it can have the most
telling positive impact. He said that the Council has an excellent
opportunity to promote the mutual benefit as it revises the funding model
by developing a limited but meaningful formula component that rewards
mutual success and making progress toward goal achievement.
Dr. Cox called attention to a quote from the Private Colleges: Public
Benefits report that reiterates the importance of collaboration between
public and independent institutions:
“Higher education affects the ongoing building of wealth not only
for the individual but also for his or her children – setting in
motion a cycle of investment with the potential to substantially
alter Kentucky’s current economic trajectory over the course of a
single generation. When considered in intergenerational terms,
the social returns on investment in education become
immeasurable.”
Mr. Greenberg thanked Dr. Cox for his contributions to both public and
independent Kentucky postsecondary education. He said that the
independent institutions do an outstanding job of providing educational
services to the state, and the public institutions need to find ways to work
more collaboratively with the independent sector. He said that one of the
highest things on the Council’s agenda is to fully fund need-based

education. He said that work needs to be done with the members of the
General Assembly to achieve ways for the public and independent
institutions to work collaboratively in critical areas such as medicine,
education, health care, and social sciences.
Ms. Bertelsman said that the Council needs to have a focused discussion
on regional approaches for delivering postsecondary education. She
asked that future AIKCU annual reports include institutional partnership
efforts currently under way with the public institutions.

BUDGET & FINANCE
POLICY GROUP

Mr. Flanagan reported that the Budget and Finance Policy Group is
reviewing the tuition policies for nonresident students and reciprocity
agreements. A recommendation on tuition and fee policies and
parameters for 2007-08 will be considered by the Council’s Executive
Committee at a meeting scheduled November 27, 2006.

2007 KEY
INDICATOR GOALS

RECOMMENDATION: The staff recommends that the Council approve
the statewide and institution key indicator goals proposed for 2007-08.
MOTION: Mr. Wattier moved that the recommendation be approved.
Mr. Hall seconded the motion.
In 2005 the Council’s key indicators of performance were revised to
correspond to the new five questions advanced by the 2005-2010 Public
Agenda for Postsecondary and Adult Education. The Council staff has
worked with the institutions since July 2006 to finalize the goals for 200708. For the first time, goals for enrollment, transfer, degree production,
and graduation rates were established based on targets generated by a
2020 projections model as well as historical performance and cohort
data. The model provides institutions with the approximate performance
needed each year for Kentucky to reach the national average in
bachelor’s degree attainment by the year 2020. The Council staff
examined historical trend data, regional and national performance, and
2020 statewide projections when establishing statewide goals.
Institution goals for accountability, community engagement, and business
start-up measures are undergoing further review and will be submitted to
the Council as soon as they become available.
Ms. Bertelsman said that the Council should decide its role when some
goals cannot be met.
Dr. Layzell said that this should be done through the funding model. The
purpose of those projections is to build this into the funding model in a
way that institutions will have these goals in front of them biennium by
biennium. He said that the consequences for failing to meet the goal
could range from reducing the amount of new money recommended for
an institution and shifting more new money to institutions that have
exceeded their goals. Another option will be to look closer at the reasons

why nonperformance occurred; in some cases it will be readily apparent
why an institution did not achieve the goals set. He said that the Council
receives interim reports on achievement of goals and that becomes an
opportunity to talk with institutions about their progress.
Mr. Greenberg said that a year from now there should be more
accountability and more progress toward the goals, but it may be that the
Council finds that the system will be unable to meet the enrollment goals
by 2020. He suggested that the Council then issue a status report to the
Governor and the General Assembly and ask about next steps (i.e., revise
the goal down, alter the 2020 deadline for meeting the goals, mandate
through executive order or legislative action to increase the size of the
institutions through distance learning or establishment of a new institution
because the current institutions do not have the capacity for that number
of students). He said that drastic remedial funding for postsecondary
education may be needed in order to meet these enrollment goals.
UK President Lee Todd said that the institutions need to work together
with the P-12 system to increase the college-going rate. He said that the
real key to meeting the goals is to change the attitude in the elementary
and secondary schools to get more Kentucky children and their parents
convinced that they should go to postsecondary education.
Mr. Greenberg said that the institutions need to increase productivity and
the publics may need to work collaboratively with the independent
institutions to use their marketing skills to enroll more students.
Dr. Layzell said that the “Double the Number” brochure clearly states five
things that need to be done to achieve the 2020 enrollment goals:
1) Increase the number of secondary students who remain in high
school, graduate, and come prepared to postsecondary education.
2) Increase the number of adults who do not currently have their high
school credentials to enroll in adult education programs, get their
GED, and go on to postsecondary education.
3) Increase transfers from KCTCS institutions to four-year institutions.
4) Improve retention and graduation rates.
5) Work with economic development to create jobs in the state that will
attract and keep people in Kentucky.
Dr. Layzell said that the numbers really force everyone to think about the
things that need to be done to make this happen. He said that Kentucky
has a record of fairly consistent progress since 1997 so the state has
gotten results for what has been invested. He said that now those results
must be ramped up significantly in order to meet the goals.
MoSU President Wayne Andrews said that the institutions must act
regionally and cooperatively in partnership with the P-12 community and

the community college system. He said that the institutions should be
encouraged and rewarded for cooperative planning and for cooperative
results. He said that the University Center of the Mountains is a good
example of a successful collaborative effort between two regional
universities, the KCTCS system, and an independent institution.
VOTE: The recommendation passed.

KENTUCKY
POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION DATA
PORTAL

The Council staff presented information on the Kentucky Postsecondary
Education Data Portal. The updated site, http://cpe.ky.gov.info, includes
more than 150 reports, tables, graphs, and maps organized into intuitive
categories based on the way people ask questions about postsecondary
education. Through this site, Kentucky was the first state to respond to
U.S. Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings’ call for state agencies to
provide information about institutional performance to parents, students,
and policymakers. The site was introduced to the press, the institutions,
and government officials when unveiled in October 2006.

2006-07
COUNTY PROFILES

Council members were given a copy of the 2006-07 County Profiles.
This Council publication was developed to help illustrate the impact of
education on the Commonwealth. Data are provided for each county
detailing employment, educational attainment levels, financial aid,
postsecondary enrollment, and general population characteristics.

P-16 COUNCIL

A report on the activities of the P-16 Council was included in the agenda
book for information.

COMMISSIONER
OF EDUCATION
REPORT

Mr. Noland discussed the handout about activities of the Kentucky Board
of Education. The board is looking at issues regarding Senate Bill 130
passed by the 2006 legislative session requiring all high school juniors to
take the ACT. He said that the search is underway for the next
Commissioner of Education. The goal is to name a new commissioner in
April 2007.

QUALITY &
ACCOUNTABILITY
POLICY GROUP

Dr. Wattier reported that at its meeting earlier in the day the Quality and
Accountability Policy Group heard a report from the University of
Kentucky on its business plan and top 20 status. UofL reported that it has
achieved 10 of the 11 goals of its Challenge for Excellence document.
Dr. Wattier said that both of the research institutions have demonstrated
substantial progress in achievement of their HB 1 goals. The policy
group discussed the key indicator goals for 2007-08. Proposed changes
to the new program approval policy and the Statewide Strategy for
Engineering Education update were referred back to the policy group for
additional discussion. The Council staff reported on progress of the
Developmental Education Task Force. A draft set of recommendations is
being considered with final recommendations excepted in January 2007.

2005-06
DEGREE

Degree completions for 2005-06 for the public and the independent
institutions were distributed. The public universities awarded 14,423

COMPLETIONS

baccalaureate degrees (a 6.4 percent increase over 2004-05). The
number of associate degrees awarded by the public institutions increased
5.3 percent over 2004-05 and certificates increased by nearly 50
percent. The independent institutions awarded 3,801 baccalaureate
degrees (a 2.6 percent decrease compared to the 2004-05 academic
year) and a 3.4 percent increase in associate degrees.

CEO REPORT

Mr. Baker reported that the Committee on Equal Opportunities held site
visits at Jefferson Community College in September (the first site visit to a
KCTCS institution) and at the University of Kentucky in October. He said
that Kentucky State University recently held a groundbreaking ceremony
marking the construction of the Young Hall Dormitory replacement, the
last action required by the partnership agreement with the U. S.
Department of Education Office for Civil Rights.

STATEWIDE
DIVERSITY STUDY

A vendor has been identified to conduct a statewide diversity study upon
Kentucky’s release from the partnership agreement. The Council staff is
negotiating the contract with a vendor. Completion of the study is
expected in December 2007.

STEM TASK FORCE

RECOMMENDATION: The Research, Economic Development, and
Commercialization Policy Group recommends that the Council convene
a CPE STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) Task
Force to make recommendations regarding the creation of a statewide P20 action plan to enhance Kentucky’s STEM performance.

RESEARCH,
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT, &
COMMERCIALIZATION
POLICY GROUP

Mr. Hall said that the Research, Economic Development, and
Commercialization Policy Group met earlier in the day and discussed the
creation of the task force to study the importance of STEM disciplines to
the development of Kentucky’s “talent force” and the creation of
knowledge economy jobs. The task force will be comprised of
representatives from the Governor’s Cabinet, postsecondary education,
P-12, CPE, KDE, both houses of the state legislature, professionals within
the STEM disciplines, the business community, and entrepreneurs. He
said that UK President Lee Todd will chair the task force.
MOTION: Mr. Hall moved that the recommendation be approved. Ms.
Maclin seconded the motion.

TRANSLATIONAL
RESEARCH
CONFERENCE

STATEWIDE FACILITIES

VOTE: The motion passed.
The Council staff is working with representatives from the University of
Kentucky and the University of Louisville on plans for a translational
research conference to be held in 2007. The conference will enable
Kentucky’s public research institutions to show their respective
achievements within this area. UofL President Jim Ramsey will chair the
conference.
An update was provided on the statewide facilities condition assessment.
Draft assessment reports are being reviewed by the institutions. The final

CONDITION
ASSESSMENT
2005-06
AGENCY AUDIT

report is expected to be available in December.
RECOMMENDATION: The staff recommends that the Council accept
the 2005-06 agency audit as submitted by the firm of Moore Stephens
Potter LLP.
The Council’s Executive Committee and Audit Subcommittee reviewed the
audit in September. The report contains no reportable conditions or
material weakness related to internal control over financial reporting and
major federal programs and no reportable findings of material
noncompliance related to financial statements. The Council staff has
acted upon suggestions involving monitoring of contractual agreements
and the approval of the cancer research institutions’ matching
documentation.
MOTION: Mr. Hall moved that the audit be accepted. Mr. Baker
seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed.

NOMINATING
COMMITTEE

Mr. Greenberg appointed Ms. Bertelsman, Mr. Canafax, Ms. Maclin, and
Mr. Skaggs to the Nominating Committee. Mr. Canafax will chair the
group and represent a recommendation for Council chair and vice chair
at the January 2007 meeting.

PRESIDENTIAL
SEARCH COMMITTEE

In September, Mr. Greenberg appointed a Presidential Search Committee
consisting of the members of the Council Executive Committee and the
convener of the Advisory Conference of Presidents. He announced that
Alois Moore and Kevin Canafax have been added to the committee
membership.

KET BOARD

Mr. Greenberg reappointed Hilma Prather to continue to serve as one of
the Council’s representatives on the Kentucky Educational Television
board. She will serve another four-year term, ending November 2010.

DLAC

Mr. Greenberg appointed Ms. Maclin to the Distance Learning Advisory
Committee and the DLAC Executive Committee.

NEXT MEETING

The Council’s Executive Committee will meet November 27 to consider
tuition and fee policies and parameters for 2007-08.
The next Council meeting is January 29, 2007.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting adjourned at 12 noon.

________________________________
Thomas D. Layzell
President

________________________________
Phyllis L. Bailey
Senior Associate, Executive Relations

For information only – to be approved at the next Executive Committee meeting.
MINUTES
Council on Postsecondary Education
Executive Committee
November 27, 2006
The Executive Committee of the Council on Postsecondary Education met
Monday, November 27, 2006, at 12:30 p.m. (ET) at the Council offices in
Frankfort, Kentucky. Chair Greenberg presided.

ROLL CALL

The following committee members were present: Peggy Bertelsman, Ron
Greenberg, Joan Taylor, and Mark Wattier. John Turner did not attend.
Other CPE members present: Walter Baker and Dan Flanagan.

APPROVAL OF
MINUTES

The minutes of the March 8 and September 28 Executive Committee
meetings were approved.

TUITION AND FEE
POLICIES AND
PARAMETERS FOR
2007-08

RECOMMENDATION: The staff recommends that the Council’s Executive
Committee approve a revised tuition policy and establish maximum
parameters related to undergraduate resident and nonresident tuition and
mandatory fees for 2007-08.
CPE President Tom Layzell said that, in January 2006, the Council
approved a tuition policy to balance the need for additional revenue for the
institution with the desire to maintain affordability for current and potential
students. The Council’s Budget and Finance Policy Group has considered
several policy changes related to nonresident students and reciprocity
agreements. He said that maximum parameters must be established prior
to institutional tuition presentations planned in January and March for
2007-08 tuition and mandatory fees. The Council, at its November 6
meeting, delegated to the Executive Committee the authority to approve the
tuition and fee parameters for 2007-08.
Dr. Layzell said that the recommendation includes three recommended
actions:
1. Revise the tuition policy to add a policy statement and objectives for
nonresident students.
2. Revise the tuition policy to add a policy statement and objectives for
reciprocity agreements, discontinue strike price and balance
provisions in future reciprocity agreements, and extend future
agreements to six years.
3. Establish 2007-08 maximum parameters for undergraduate tuition
and mandatory fees and extend Council approved 2006-07
exceptions regarding nonresident tuition for targeted groups of
students to 2007-08.

Dr. Layzell said that the parameters should be viewed as an interim set of
parameters that may be modified based on the final funding policy. He
said that the presidents of the public institutions have discussed the
parameters and have agreed unanimously to support the recommended
parameters. He said that the institutions will now begin their on-campus
process and hold hearings to develop the actual tuition and fee rates which
will be brought to the Council for approval at the January and March 2007
meetings. The parameters set the maximum amount of tuition and fees that
can be charged. If institutions conclude that the rates must be higher than
the parameters, an exception must be brought to the Council for approval.
MOTION: Mr. Wattier moved that the recommendation be approved. Ms.
Taylor seconded the motion.
Mr. Wattier asked about national benchmarks of affordability.
Dr. Layzell said that the closest thing to a standard is the Council’s recent
affordability study which concluded that Kentucky continues to remain
relatively affordable except in two instances – (1) independent adult
students who tend to fall between the cracks in most financial aid programs
and (2) low-income dependent students at the margins of affordability.
When the institutions bring their proposed 2007-08 tuition and fees, they
will be requested to provide detailed information regarding institutional
financial aid programs, especially financial aid designated for independent
adult and low-income students. Dr. Layzell said Kentucky’s affordability
continues to look good against contiguous states, the region, and the
country. He said that tuition continues to increase across the country;
Kentucky tuition has not gone up as much or as fast as some states. With
the exception of the University of Louisville, single-digit tuition increases are
expected for 2007-08.
VOTE: The motion passed.
Regarding tuition, Mr. Greenberg said that over the past decade, as a
result of weaker state economies, the percent of funding for postsecondary
education from state revenues has decreased as a percentage of the total
funding, putting pressures on tuition. He said this is not just a Kentucky
issue but a national issue. The Council put together these parameters after
months of debate and discussion. It has been an open forum with wide
input. This discussion has led the Council to the point where, for the last
year, it has been putting together the foundations of a new funding model
that are based on policies. The final results of those policies will determine
what the new funding model should be. If the executive branch and the
legislature approve the policy recommendations that will be the foundation
of this new funding model, they need to provide the appropriate funds. He
said that the new funding model has to be one that is relevant to our times
(not based on any history or what other states are doing), one that provides
proper funding, and one that is tied to results and has direct accountability.
Mr. Greenberg said that accountability must be a cornerstone for the future
funding model. With that view, the Council is directing the institutions a
year in advance that a year from now the Council will not approve future
tuition increases above the cost of living until a funding model is in place

that measures results and shows accountability since that is the right,
reasonable, responsible approach to take going forward. The schools must
demonstrate that they are productively putting those monies to work with
the best outcomes that the citizenry expects.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting adjourned at 12:55 p.m.

________________________________
Thomas D. Layzell
President

________________________________
Phyllis L. Bailey
Senior Associate, Executive Relations

Council on Postsecondary Education
January 29, 2007

Legislative Update
A list of bills that relate to postsecondary education will be distributed at the January 29
meeting. The Council staff will be available for discussion.

Staff preparation by Lee Nimocks
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Bill

Sponsor

HB12

Lee

HB17

Gray

HB23

Wayne,
Brinkman,
Embry, Siler

HB27

Butler, Draud,
Horlander,
Keene, Miller,
Weston

HB33

Henley

HB37

Riner

HB40

Burch

HB44

Lee

HB48

Lee

HB54

Jenkins, et al

Description

Originating Chamber Status

Requires documents produced or utilized by the
Commonwealth or its political subdivisions be in the English
language only.
Increases the hourly minimum wage to $7.00, and requires
further increases to match federal minimum wage. (See
HB37, HB54, and SB5)
Requires governmental agencies, including higher education
institutions, to purchase goods and services from prison
industries, nonprofit agencies, and work centers serving the
blind or severely disabled.

Jun 7-to Interim Joint Committee on State
Government; Jan 2-introduced in House;
Jan 5-to State Government (H)

Authorizes gambling at horse racing tracks and casinos;
directs 40 percent of wagering taxes to KDE and CPE to
support education. (See SB17)
Requires all state construction contractors to be registered
and participating in a federal work authorization program to
verify employment eligibility of employees; imposes
penalties.
Increases hourly minimum wage to $6.15 on effective date of
act, then to $7.00 effective July 1, 2008, and requires further
increases to match federal minimum wage. (See HB17,
HB54, and SB5)
Increases funding for the equine industry program at UofL.
Specifies use of funding for recruitment, scholarships,
research, and an annual symposium.
Requires all state contractors to verify employment eligibility
of all employees by registering and participating in the Basic
Pilot Program operated by the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security.
Prohibits public higher education institutions from providing
health benefits for a domestic partner of a university or
college employee.
Increases hourly minimum wage to $5.85 on July 1, 2007, to
$6.55 on July 1, 2008, $7.25 on July 1, 2009, and requires
further increases to match federal minimum wage. (see
HB17, HB37, and SB5)

Council on Postsecondary Education, 1/26/2007

Non-Originating Chamber Status

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to Labor
and Industry (H)
Oct 4-to Interim Joint Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue; Jan 2introduced in House; Jan 3-to State
Government (H)
Oct 4-to Interim Joint Committee on
Licensing and Occupations; Jan 2introduced in House; Jan 5-to Licensing and
Occupations (H)
Nov 9-to Interim Joint Committee on State
Government; Jan 2-introduced in House;
Jan 3-to State Government (H)
Nov 9-to Interim Joint Committee on Labor
and Industry; Nov 9-to Interim Joint
Committee on Labor and Industry; Jan 3-to
Labor and Industry (H)
Nov 9-to Interim Joint Committee on
Licensing and Occupations; Jan 2introduced in House; Jan 3-to Appropriations
and Revenue (H)
Nov 9-to Interim Joint Committee on State
Government; Jan 2-introduced in House;
Jan 3-to State Government (H)
Nov 9-to Interim Joint Committee on
Education; Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 5to Health and Welfare (H)
Dec 13-to Interim Joint Committee on Labor
and Industry; Jan 2-introduced in House;
Jan 3-to Labor and Industry (H)

1

2007
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Bill

HB60

Sponsor

Description

Originating Chamber Status

Damron

Creates a sales tax holiday the first week in August for the
purchase of clothing with a sales price of less than $150 per
item and school supplies, computers and computer supplies
with a sales price of less than $1,500 per item.

Dec 13-to Interim Joint Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue; Jan 2introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Appropriations and Revenue (H)

HB96

Draud

HB100

Pullin

HB101

Pullin

HB106

Belcher

HB109

Brinkman

HB125

Westrom,
Damron

HB128

Belcher,
Ballard

Codifies the Minority Educator Recruitment and Retention
Scholarship Program; permits a resident of another state to
participate; and requires a scholarship to convert to loan if
eligibility requirements are not met.
Merges the Kentucky Higher Education Student Loan
Corporation Board of Directors with the Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority Board of Directors. Specifies
that the board shall employ an executive director who shall
serve as principal executive of KHESLC and as executive
director of KHEAA.
Requires all preservice teachers and out-of-state teachers to
complete a reading and civics education course as a
condition of certification beginning with the 2008-09 school
year.
Extends tuition waiver for a person who is the child or
nonremarried spouse of a deceased veteran or permanently
and totally disabled member of the KY National Guard or
Reserves to those under the age of 26, rather than 23. Also,
extends the time limit to a period not in excess of 45 months,
rather than for a period not in excess of 36 months. (See
SB52)
Comprehensive legislation related to autism spectrum
disorders. Encourages public universities to develop degree
and training programs and autism-related research
opportunities. Creates the Support for Individuals with
Autism Spectrum Disorders Program; requires the program
to develop a comprehensive training plan and contract with
the KY Autism Training Center to implement the plan.
Bans the sale, purchase, or use of alcohol vaporizing
devices. Exempts colleges and universities conducting bona
fide research.
Extends tuition waiver for a person who is the child of a
deceased veteran or permanently and totally disabled
veteran to those under the age of 24, rather than 23.

Council on Postsecondary Education, 1/26/2007

Non-Originating Chamber Status

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to Seniors,
Military Affairs, and Public Safety (H)

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to Health
and Welfare (H)

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-Judiciary
(H)
Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 2-introduced
in House; Jan 3-to Seniors, Military Affairs,
and Public Safety (H)
2
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Bill

Sponsor

Description

Originating Chamber Status

HB158

Fischer

Establishes an academic bill of rights for students, faculty,
and instructors in public postsecondary education
institutions; provides for a grievance procedure.

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)

HB160

Edmonds

HB175

Westrom,
Draud

HB181

Farmer

HB185

Establishes a collaborative initiative among the Department
of Innovation and Commercialization, the Council on
Postsecondary Education, and the postsecondary institutions
Jan 4-introduced in House; Jan 5-to
Moberly, J. Lee to address cardiovascular disease in Kentucky. Initiatives
Appropriations and Revenue (H)
include research, outreach, education, early identification
and follow-up for persons affected by the disease.
Appropriates $2M for FY 07 and $8M for FY 08.

HB188

Floyd

HB208

Rollins

HB209

Ford, Mobley

Allows retired educators (KTRS employees) to be
reemployed under the 100-day provision until June 30, 2009,
rather than June 30, 2007.
Expands forgery in the second degree to include forgery of
an academic degree.
Relates to equal opportunity in the state contracting process.
Among other things, increases the dollar amount of
exempted contracts or subcontracts from $250,000 to
$500,000, and clarifies the classes protected against
discrimination by state contractors.

Provides tax credits to eligible nonprofit education
organizations that are organized for the purposes of
providing grants, scholarships, and incentives to quality
principals to increase the number of teachers in Kentucky.

Non-Originating Chamber Status

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)
Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Judiciary (H)
Jan 4-introduced in House; Jan 5-to State
Government (H)

Jan 4-introduced in House; Jan 5-to
Appropriations and Revenue (H)

Permits public postsecondary education institutions to
exempt work study students from criminal checks, except for
those work study students who would be working with or
Jan 5-introduced in House
have unsupervised contact with persons who are under the
age of 18.
Requires verification of employment eligibility of all state
classified employees. Requires contractors and
subcontractors to verify employment eligibility by registering Jan 5-introduced in House
and participating in a federal work authorization program;
sets penalties.

Council on Postsecondary Education, 1/26/2007
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Bill

Sponsor

HB213

Miller, Siler,
Adkins, et al.

HJ7

Meeks

HJR11

Marzian

HJ13

Brinkman

HCR19

Nelson

SB5

SB17

SB46

SB52

SB55

Description
Requires public postsecondary institutions that collected
tuition from an eligible dependent of a deceased veteran to
reimburse the student if a request for reimbursement is
made within eight years of the date that the last fee was
paid.
Directs the Education Cabinet, its agencies, and the schools
associated with the agencies to recognize and celebrate
International Education Week the second full week of
November.
Directs the commissioner of education to convene a work
group to study incorporating the study of the Holocaust into
the school curriculum.

Originating Chamber Status

Non-Originating Chamber Status

Jan 5-introduced in House

Nov 9-to Interim Joint Committee on
Education; Jan 2-introduced in House;
Jan 3-to Education (H)
Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)

Calls for a study that assesses the impact of Alzheimer's and
reviews, among other things, the state support of Alzheimer's Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to Health
disease research through Kentucky universities and other
and Welfare (H)
resources; requires a report no later than January 1, 2008.

Directs the LRC to designate staff to study the cost of
elementary, secondary, and postsecondary textbooks and
related instructional materials.
Increases the hourly minimum wage to $5.85 on July 1,
2007, to $6.55 on July 1, 2008, $7.25 on July 1, 2009, and
Scorsone, et al
requires further increases to match the federal minimum
wage. (see HB17, HB37, HB54)
Authorizes gambling at horse racing tracks and casinos;
Boswell
directs 40 percent of wagering taxes to KDE and CPE to
support education. (See HB27)
Permits eligible high school students to use KEES funds to
pay tuition for dual credit courses; requires that the funds
Rhodes
they would have received during their postsecondary
program be reduced over a four- or five-year period equal to
the amount used for dual credit.
Extends tuition waiver for a person who is the child or
nonremarried spouse of a deceased veteran or permanently
Turner,
and totally disabled member of the KY National Guard or
Worley,
Reserves to those under the age of 26, rather than 23. Also,
Blevins, Jones,
extends the time limit to a period not in excess of 45 months,
Palmer
rather than for a period not in excess of 36 months. (See
HB106)
Kelly
Reorganizes the Finance and Administration Cabinet.

Council on Postsecondary Education, 1/26/2007

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)
Jan 2-introduced in Senate; Jan 4-to
Economic Development, Tourism & Labor
(S)
Jan 2-introduced in Senate; Jan 4-to
Appropriations and Revenue (S)

Jan 4-introduced in Senate

Jan 4-introduced in Senate

Jan 5-introduced in Senate
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Bill

Sponsor

Description

SB58

Kelly

Reorganizes the Personnel Cabinet and renames the
Government Services Center at Kentucky State University to Jan 5-introduced in Senate
the Office for Employee and Organizational Development.

SB62

Stine

Requires KDE to provide training to a minimum number of
principals in schools needing assistance; the principal shall
assume the duties of the highly skilled educator.

SJ6

Angel

Relates to Alzheimer's Disease. (See HJ13)

SR11

Thayer

SJR24

Shaughnessy

Supports the re-establishment of Bishop College at
Georgetown College.
Directs the KDE commissioner and the CPE president to
establish and lead a task force on accelerated learning to
develop strategies to expand accelerated learning
opportunities for high school students and adults in the
workforce; requires the task force to submit a report to the
Interim Committee on Education, the CPE, and the Board of
Education by 12/01/07.

Council on Postsecondary Education, 1/26/2007

Originating Chamber Status

Non-Originating Chamber Status

Jan 5-introduced in Senate
Jan 2-introduced in Senate; Jan 4-to
Appropriations and Revenue (S)
Jan 2-introduced in Senate; Jan 4-to
Education (S)

Jan 5-introduced in Senate
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Bill

Sponsor

HB12

Lee

HB17

Gray

HB23

Wayne,
Brinkman,
Embry, Siler

HB27

Butler, Draud,
Horlander,
Keene, Miller,
Weston

HB33

Henley

HB37

Riner

HB40

Burch

HB44

Lee

HB48

Lee

HB54

Jenkins, et al

Description

Originating Chamber Status

Requires documents produced or utilized by the
Commonwealth or its political subdivisions be in the English
language only.
Increases the hourly minimum wage to $7.00, and requires
further increases to match federal minimum wage. (See
HB37, HB54, and SB5)
Requires governmental agencies, including higher education
institutions, to purchase goods and services from prison
industries, nonprofit agencies, and work centers serving the
blind or severely disabled.

Jun 7-to Interim Joint Committee on State
Government; Jan 2-introduced in House;
Jan 5-to State Government (H)

Authorizes gambling at horse racing tracks and casinos;
directs 40 percent of wagering taxes to KDE and CPE to
support education. (See SB17)
Requires all state construction contractors to be registered
and participating in a federal work authorization program to
verify employment eligibility of employees; imposes
penalties.
Increases hourly minimum wage to $6.15 on effective date of
act, then to $7.00 effective July 1, 2008, and requires further
increases to match federal minimum wage. (See HB17,
HB54, and SB5)
Increases funding for the equine industry program at UofL.
Specifies use of funding for recruitment, scholarships,
research, and an annual symposium.
Requires all state contractors to verify employment eligibility
of all employees by registering and participating in the Basic
Pilot Program operated by the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security.
Prohibits public higher education institutions from providing
health benefits for a domestic partner of a university or
college employee.
Increases hourly minimum wage to $5.85 on July 1, 2007, to
$6.55 on July 1, 2008, $7.25 on July 1, 2009, and requires
further increases to match federal minimum wage. (see
HB17, HB37, and SB5)

Council on Postsecondary Education, 1/26/2007

Non-Originating Chamber Status

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to Labor
and Industry (H)
Oct 4-to Interim Joint Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue; Jan 2introduced in House; Jan 3-to State
Government (H)
Oct 4-to Interim Joint Committee on
Licensing and Occupations; Jan 2introduced in House; Jan 5-to Licensing and
Occupations (H)
Nov 9-to Interim Joint Committee on State
Government; Jan 2-introduced in House;
Jan 3-to State Government (H)
Nov 9-to Interim Joint Committee on Labor
and Industry; Nov 9-to Interim Joint
Committee on Labor and Industry; Jan 3-to
Labor and Industry (H)
Nov 9-to Interim Joint Committee on
Licensing and Occupations; Jan 2introduced in House; Jan 3-to Appropriations
and Revenue (H)
Nov 9-to Interim Joint Committee on State
Government; Jan 2-introduced in House;
Jan 3-to State Government (H)
Nov 9-to Interim Joint Committee on
Education; Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 5to Health and Welfare (H)
Dec 13-to Interim Joint Committee on Labor
and Industry; Jan 2-introduced in House;
Jan 3-to Labor and Industry (H)
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Bill

HB60

Sponsor

Description

Originating Chamber Status

Damron

Creates a sales tax holiday the first week in August for the
purchase of clothing with a sales price of less than $150 per
item and school supplies, computers and computer supplies
with a sales price of less than $1,500 per item.

Dec 13-to Interim Joint Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue; Jan 2introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Appropriations and Revenue (H)

HB96

Draud

HB100

Pullin

HB101

Pullin

HB106

Belcher

HB109

Brinkman

HB125

Westrom,
Damron

HB128

Belcher,
Ballard

Codifies the Minority Educator Recruitment and Retention
Scholarship Program; permits a resident of another state to
participate; and requires a scholarship to convert to loan if
eligibility requirements are not met.
Merges the Kentucky Higher Education Student Loan
Corporation Board of Directors with the Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority Board of Directors. Specifies
that the board shall employ an executive director who shall
serve as principal executive of KHESLC and as executive
director of KHEAA.
Requires all preservice teachers and out-of-state teachers to
complete a reading and civics education course as a
condition of certification beginning with the 2008-09 school
year.
Extends tuition waiver for a person who is the child or
nonremarried spouse of a deceased veteran or permanently
and totally disabled member of the KY National Guard or
Reserves to those under the age of 26, rather than 23. Also,
extends the time limit to a period not in excess of 45 months,
rather than for a period not in excess of 36 months. (See
SB52)
Comprehensive legislation related to autism spectrum
disorders. Encourages public universities to develop degree
and training programs and autism-related research
opportunities. Creates the Support for Individuals with
Autism Spectrum Disorders Program; requires the program
to develop a comprehensive training plan and contract with
the KY Autism Training Center to implement the plan.
Bans the sale, purchase, or use of alcohol vaporizing
devices. Exempts colleges and universities conducting bona
fide research.
Extends tuition waiver for a person who is the child of a
deceased veteran or permanently and totally disabled
veteran to those under the age of 24, rather than 23.
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Non-Originating Chamber Status

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to Seniors,
Military Affairs, and Public Safety (H)

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to Health
and Welfare (H)

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-Judiciary
(H)
Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 2-introduced
in House; Jan 3-to Seniors, Military Affairs,
and Public Safety (H)
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Bill

Sponsor

Description

Originating Chamber Status

HB158

Fischer

Establishes an academic bill of rights for students, faculty,
and instructors in public postsecondary education
institutions; provides for a grievance procedure.

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)

HB160

Edmonds

HB175

Westrom,
Draud

HB181

Farmer

HB185

Establishes a collaborative initiative among the Department
of Innovation and Commercialization, the Council on
Postsecondary Education, and the postsecondary institutions
Jan 4-introduced in House; Jan 5-to
Moberly, J. Lee to address cardiovascular disease in Kentucky. Initiatives
Appropriations and Revenue (H)
include research, outreach, education, early identification
and follow-up for persons affected by the disease.
Appropriates $2M for FY 07 and $8M for FY 08.

HB188

Floyd

HB208

Rollins

HB209

Ford, Mobley

Allows retired educators (KTRS employees) to be
reemployed under the 100-day provision until June 30, 2009,
rather than June 30, 2007.
Expands forgery in the second degree to include forgery of
an academic degree.
Relates to equal opportunity in the state contracting process.
Among other things, increases the dollar amount of
exempted contracts or subcontracts from $250,000 to
$500,000, and clarifies the classes protected against
discrimination by state contractors.

Provides tax credits to eligible nonprofit education
organizations that are organized for the purposes of
providing grants, scholarships, and incentives to quality
principals to increase the number of teachers in Kentucky.

Non-Originating Chamber Status

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)
Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Judiciary (H)
Jan 4-introduced in House; Jan 5-to State
Government (H)

Jan 4-introduced in House; Jan 5-to
Appropriations and Revenue (H)

Permits public postsecondary education institutions to
exempt work study students from criminal checks, except for
those work study students who would be working with or
Jan 5-introduced in House
have unsupervised contact with persons who are under the
age of 18.
Requires verification of employment eligibility of all state
classified employees. Requires contractors and
subcontractors to verify employment eligibility by registering Jan 5-introduced in House
and participating in a federal work authorization program;
sets penalties.

Council on Postsecondary Education, 1/26/2007
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Bill

Sponsor

HB213

Miller, Siler,
Adkins, et al.

HJ7

Meeks

HJR11

Marzian

HJ13

Brinkman

HCR19

Nelson

SB5

SB17

SB46

SB52

SB55

Description
Requires public postsecondary institutions that collected
tuition from an eligible dependent of a deceased veteran to
reimburse the student if a request for reimbursement is
made within eight years of the date that the last fee was
paid.
Directs the Education Cabinet, its agencies, and the schools
associated with the agencies to recognize and celebrate
International Education Week the second full week of
November.
Directs the commissioner of education to convene a work
group to study incorporating the study of the Holocaust into
the school curriculum.

Originating Chamber Status

Non-Originating Chamber Status

Jan 5-introduced in House

Nov 9-to Interim Joint Committee on
Education; Jan 2-introduced in House;
Jan 3-to Education (H)
Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)

Calls for a study that assesses the impact of Alzheimer's and
reviews, among other things, the state support of Alzheimer's Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to Health
disease research through Kentucky universities and other
and Welfare (H)
resources; requires a report no later than January 1, 2008.

Directs the LRC to designate staff to study the cost of
elementary, secondary, and postsecondary textbooks and
related instructional materials.
Increases the hourly minimum wage to $5.85 on July 1,
2007, to $6.55 on July 1, 2008, $7.25 on July 1, 2009, and
Scorsone, et al
requires further increases to match the federal minimum
wage. (see HB17, HB37, HB54)
Authorizes gambling at horse racing tracks and casinos;
Boswell
directs 40 percent of wagering taxes to KDE and CPE to
support education. (See HB27)
Permits eligible high school students to use KEES funds to
pay tuition for dual credit courses; requires that the funds
Rhodes
they would have received during their postsecondary
program be reduced over a four- or five-year period equal to
the amount used for dual credit.
Extends tuition waiver for a person who is the child or
nonremarried spouse of a deceased veteran or permanently
Turner,
and totally disabled member of the KY National Guard or
Worley,
Reserves to those under the age of 26, rather than 23. Also,
Blevins, Jones,
extends the time limit to a period not in excess of 45 months,
Palmer
rather than for a period not in excess of 36 months. (See
HB106)
Kelly
Reorganizes the Finance and Administration Cabinet.

Council on Postsecondary Education, 1/26/2007

Jan 2-introduced in House; Jan 3-to
Education (H)
Jan 2-introduced in Senate; Jan 4-to
Economic Development, Tourism & Labor
(S)
Jan 2-introduced in Senate; Jan 4-to
Appropriations and Revenue (S)

Jan 4-introduced in Senate

Jan 4-introduced in Senate

Jan 5-introduced in Senate
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Bill

Sponsor

Description

SB58

Kelly

Reorganizes the Personnel Cabinet and renames the
Government Services Center at Kentucky State University to Jan 5-introduced in Senate
the Office for Employee and Organizational Development.

SB62

Stine

Requires KDE to provide training to a minimum number of
principals in schools needing assistance; the principal shall
assume the duties of the highly skilled educator.

SJ6

Angel

Relates to Alzheimer's Disease. (See HJ13)

SR11

Thayer

SJR24

Shaughnessy

Supports the re-establishment of Bishop College at
Georgetown College.
Directs the KDE commissioner and the CPE president to
establish and lead a task force on accelerated learning to
develop strategies to expand accelerated learning
opportunities for high school students and adults in the
workforce; requires the task force to submit a report to the
Interim Committee on Education, the CPE, and the Board of
Education by 12/01/07.

Council on Postsecondary Education, 1/26/2007

Originating Chamber Status

Non-Originating Chamber Status

Jan 5-introduced in Senate
Jan 2-introduced in Senate; Jan 4-to
Appropriations and Revenue (S)
Jan 2-introduced in Senate; Jan 4-to
Education (S)

Jan 5-introduced in Senate
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2005-06 Accountability Report
The Council submits an annual accountability report to the Office of the Governor, SCOPE,
and the Legislative Research Commission as directed by KRS 164.020(3). The purpose of the
report is to inform policymakers and the public of the systemwide and institutional progress
made in advancing the goals of the Kentucky Postsecondary Education Improvement Act of
1997(HB 1) and the Public Agenda for adult and postsecondary education.
This year, the Council produced two documents, the Accountability Report Summary
(attached) and the full 2005-06 Accountability Report. The summary presents a snapshot of
Kentucky’s progress on the statewide key indicators of reform, including progress on select
institutional indicators and a list of key initiatives implemented by the Council in 2005-06.
Each statewide indicator has been assigned an arrow based on a comparison between this
year’s and last year’s performance: up arrows indicate improvement, down arrows indicate
decline, and horizontal arrows indicate no change. The summary will be disseminated more
widely than the full report, which will be available on the Council’s Web site.
The full report provides more detailed analysis of statewide and institutional performance on
the Council’s key indicators, as well as detailed descriptions of activities the Council and
institutions are implementing to move the Public Agenda forward. A list of various Council
and institutional resources also is provided in the report appendices.
The 2005-06 Accountability Report Summary will be disseminated to members of the
General Assembly, SCOPE, the Legislative Research Committee, the Governor’s office, and
others. A limited number of printed copies of the full report will be mailed to the presidents,
the Governor’s office, Council members, and key legislators and legislative staff.

Staff preparation by John Hayek and Melissa McGinley

FIVE QUESTIONS
ONE MISSION
BETTER LIVES FOR KENTUCKYÊS PEOPLE

KENTUCKY COUNCIL ON
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT SUMMARY

2005-06
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The Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education, a sixteen-member board appointed by the Governor, is the state coordinating board for
postsecondary and adult education in Kentucky. The Council coordinates change and improvement in postsecondary and adult education as
directed by the Kentucky Postsecondary Education Improvement Act of 1997. The Council does not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
national origin, sex, religion, age, or disability in employment or the provision of services and provides, upon request, reasonable
accommodation including auxiliary aids and services necessary to afford individuals with disabilities an equal opportunity to participate in all 2
programs and activities.

IINTRODUCTION
The Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education (CPE) is required by statute to submit an
annual accountability report to the Governor, the Legislative Research Commission, and the
Strategic Committee on Postsecondary Education. The purpose of the report is to inform policy
makers, legislators, and taxpayers of the progress made in advancing the Public Agenda (the
stateÊs short-term strategic plan) and the long-term goals of the Kentucky Postsecondary Education
Improvement Act of 1997, commonly known as HB 1.
This Accountability Report Summary provides a snapshot of the performance of KentuckyÊs
postsecondary and adult education system in 2005-06. It is organized by the five questions of
the Public Agenda, which focus on college preparation, affordability, productivity, quality, and
economic and community benefits. Each statewide indicator has been assigned an arrow based
on the comparison between this yearÊs and last yearÊs performance: up arrows indicate
improvement, down arrows indicate decline, and horizontal arrows indicate no change. The key
findings of this report are:
Question 1: Are more Kentuckians ready for postsecondary education?
KentuckyÊs K-12 and adult education systems are ramping up to supply more
graduates to the postsecondary pipeline. Still, too many college students require
remediation, and Kentucky must make greater improvements to catch up with
competitor states.
Question 2: Is Kentucky postsecondary education affordable for its citizens?
Kentucky postsecondary education remains affordable compared to other states,
and even though need-based financial aid increased, rising costs are cause for
concern, particularly for low-income families and working adults.
Question 3: Do more Kentuckians have certificates and degrees?
Kentucky postsecondary institutions are enrolling and graduating more students
than ever, despite tuition increases and declining state appropriations per student.
Question 4: Are college graduates prepared for life and work in Kentucky?
KentuckyÊs college graduates perform well on licensure and professional
examinations, but better data on graduate exams and other areas of college
learning are still needed.
Question 5: Are KentuckyÊs people, communities, and economy benefiting?
Kentucky is retaining more of its college graduates, increasing workforce training,
and expanding its research and development capacity faster than surrounding
states but remains well below the national average.
The complete 2005-06 Accountability Report is available on the Council Web site at
http://cpe.ky.gov/planning/statusreports/.
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QUESTION 1
Are more Kentuckians ready for postsecondary education?
ACT Scores

Average ACT Score of Kentucky
High School Students

MAKING PROGRESS
Status:

KentuckyÊs high school students continue to make steady gains on the ACT.
In 2006, KentuckyÊs average score of 20.6 exceeded that of the Southern
Regional Education Board (SREB) states and was just half a point shy of the
national average. The percentage of graduating seniors who took the
exam remained flat at 76 percent, but with the implementation of Senate
Bill 130 in 2007-08, ACT testing will be mandatory for all Kentucky high
school juniors.

Purpose:

The ACT is a standardized measure of studentsÊ readiness for college and
permits direct comparison of KentuckyÊs high school students with students
in other states.

Goal:

A new ACT goal will be set after the Council understands how mandatory
ACT testing (SB 130) will affect the average score. In Colorado and
Illinois, the statewide average declined by 1.5 points after mandatory
testing was adopted.

21.1
20.6
20.2

KY 2003

20.3

KY 2004

20.4

KY 2005

KY 2006

20.5

SREB
2006

US 2006

Measured by the average composite ACT score of spring high school
graduates. Source: State and National ACT Reports.

High School Students Scoring 3 or
Higher on AP Exams per 1,000 Juniors
and Seniors

Advanced Placement Performance

MAKING PROGRESS
Status:

In 2006, the number of high school students successfully earning college
credit on AP exams increased by 17 percent, and the number of test-takers
rose from 12,340 to 13,625. Still, the performance gap between
Kentucky and the nation suggests our high school curriculum needs
more rigor.

Purpose:

AP exams are a standardized measure of studentsÊ ability to do collegelevel work and permit direct comparison of KentuckyÊs high school students
with students in other states.

Goal:

Kentucky will strive to equal the SREB average of 131 in order to close the
performance gap between Kentucky and SREB states on this measure.

217
131
69

KY 2002

82

147

96

KY 2004 KY 2006

SREB
2006

US 2006

TOP
STATES
2006

Measured by the number of AP subject tests taken by juniors and seniors with
scores of 3 or higher per 1,000 juniors and seniors enrolled in public and
private high schools. Source: The College Board.
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QUESTION 1
Are more Kentuckians ready for postsecondary education?
Developmental Education

Incoming KY High School Graduates
Needing Remediation in College

HOLDING STEADY
Status:

Fewer of KentuckyÊs high school graduates required remediation in
English in 2004, but the percentage of students underprepared in
math remained flat.

Purpose:

Tracking the remediation rates of college freshmen focuses attention
on the developmental needs of high school and college students.
Entering college with developmental needs places students at greater
risk of not graduating.

Goal:

Goal setting for this indicator has been delayed to allow a newly
formed Developmental Education Task Force to study the issue and
recommend an appropriate goal.

Math
35%

English

32%

35%
29%

2002

2004

Measured by the percentage of entering college students who are recent
graduates of Kentucky high schools with ACT subject scores of 17 or lower or
equivalent scores on institutional placement exams.
Source: CPE Comprehensive Database.

GED Attainment

LOSING GROUND
Status:

After three years of increases, total GED graduates declined by 750
to 9,007 in fiscal year 2005-06. Total GED graduates includes
Kentucky residents and non-residents who took the test in Kentucky,
as well as Kentucky residents in the military.

Purpose:

GED graduates represent a large pool of potential college-goers
in Kentucky.

Goal:

Kentucky Adult Education calculated the annual percentage increase
needed to reach its 2020 goal (2.9 percent) and applied this rate
over the next three years to determine a total GED goal of 10,631
graduates by 2008.

Number of GED Graduates in Kentucky
KY Residents
9,452

9,740

KY 02-03

KY 03-04

Other
9,757
9,007

KY 04-05

KY 05-06

Measured by the total number of GEDs awarded during the fiscal year.
Source: Kentucky Adult Education and GED Testing Service.
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QUESTION 2
Is Kentucky postsecondary education affordable for its citizens?
College Affordability for All Families

Net Cost as a Percent of Median
Family Income

LOSING GROUND
Status:

Families in Kentucky are spending an increasingly larger share of
their income on college, even with financial aid. The portion of
income needed to attend independent colleges increased the most
(nine percentage points), followed closely by public four-year
institutions (eight percentage points). While Kentucky postsecondary
education was much more affordable than other states a decade ago,
the gap has narrowed significantly.

Purpose:

To provide educational opportunities for all Kentuckians, the state
needs a range of affordable postsecondary options. This indicator
tracks the percentage of median family income needed to pay for
college in Kentucky and enables comparison to other states.

Goal:

After several consecutive years of tuition increases and rising costs,
Kentucky will strive to hold the line on affordability by focusing on
efficiency and increasing federal, state, and institutional aid.
KentuckyÊs goal for 2008 is to keep all three of these net cost ratios
equal to 2006.

2-Year Public

22%

KY 2004

4

Purpose:

Nearly one-quarter of KentuckyÊs families live at or below 150 percent
of the federal poverty line. This indicator tracks the percentage of
median family income needed for low-income families to pay for
college in Kentucky and enables comparison to other states.

Goal:

After several consecutive years of tuition increases and rising costs,
Kentucky will strive to reverse the trend for KentuckyÊs most vulnerable
population by focusing attention on efficiency and increasing federal,
state, and institutional aid. KentuckyÊs goal for this indicator is 23
percent in 2008.

24%

KY 2006

30%
24%

28%

SREB 2006

US 2006

Net Cost as a Percent of Median
Income for Low-Income Families

LOSING GROUND
KentuckyÊs poorest families now devote nearly a quarter of their
incomes to pay for tuition at the lowest-priced institution in the state
(KCTCS), even with financial aid. This is higher than SREB states and
the nation, which points to a need for more low-priced college
opportunities.

30%

60%

Measured by the net annual cost of attending college (tuition, room and board,
minus financial aid) as a percentage of median family income for each sector
Source: Measuring Up 2006: The State Report Card on Higher Education.

College Affordability for Low-Income Families

Status:

26%

Independent
61%

61%

52%
21%

4-Year Public

24%
20%

18%

19%

SREB 2006

US 2006

13%

KY 2002

KY 2004

KY 2006

Measured by the net annual cost of attending college (tuition, room and
board, minus financial aid) for full-time residents at the lowest-priced public
6
institution in the state (KCTCS) as a percentage of the median family income
of the lowest income quintile in the state. Source: Measuring Up 2006: The
State Report Card on Higher Education.
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QUESTION 2
Is Kentucky postsecondary education affordable for its citizens?
Need-Based Financial Aid
MAKING PROGRESS

State Investment in Need-Based
Financial Aid
37%

Status:

42%

40%

31%
24%

Purpose: This indicator provides a measure of the stateÊs investment in needbased financial aid relative to the number of low-income college
applicants in the state.
Goal:

KY 2002

KY 2004

KY 2006

SREB 2006

Historically, Kentucky has performed quite well on this measure.
Nonetheless, while the stateÊs investment in need-based aid has risen
dramatically since 2002, the actual purchasing power of these
dollars has declined due to significant increases in college costs.

In the face of level Pell Grant funding and current state lottery
revenues, Kentucky will strive to at least maintain its current
investment ratio of 42 percent for 2008.

US 2006

Measured by state investment in need-based financial aid as a proportion to
federal Pell Grant spending in Kentucky. Source: Measuring Up 2006: The
State Report Card on Higher Education.

Student Loan Debt

Average Student Loan Debt

LOSING GROUND
Status:

$2,987

$3,018

$3,210

$3,536

$3,593

This indicator measures the average loan debt incurred by students
who attend college, as federal loans comprise 90 percent of total
student borrowing. Kentucky students continue to borrow less on
average than students in other states, but the gap is narrowing.

Purpose: This indicator gauges Kentucky studentsÊ borrowing relative to that of
students in other states, as reported by Measuring Up.
Goal:

KY 2002

KY 2004

KY 2006

SREB 2006

US 2006

Measured by the average amount of all Stafford and PLUS loans to Kentucky
undergraduate students and their parents in a fiscal year. Source: Measuring
Up 2006: The State Report Card on Higher Education.
CPE 2005-06 Accountability Report Summary

In the face of rising college costs, Kentucky will strive to hold the line
on student loan debt by focusing on work-study and need-based
financial aid. KentuckyÊs goal for average student loan debt is
$3,210 for 2008.
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QUESTION 3

Do more Kentuckians have certificates and degrees?

College-Going Rate of Ninth Graders

Ninth GradersÊ Chance for College by
Age 19

LOSING GROUND
Status:

38%

37%

37%

36%

39%

After edging up to 38 percent in 2004, the college-going rate of
ninth-graders returned to its 2002 level of 37 percent in 2006.
Nevertheless, over the past decade, Kentucky has dramatically
improved its performance on this indicator while the nation on
average has declined.

Purpose: This „pipeline‰ statistic measures the seamlessness of KentuckyÊs P-16
educational system and enables comparison to other states.
Goal:

KY 2002

KY 2004

KY 2006

SREB 2004

US 2004

Measured by the graduation rate of ninth graders at public high schools and
the college continuation rate for both public and private high school
graduates. Source: Postsecondary Education Opportunity with CPE adjustments
for missing data.

Kentucky will strive to equal the 2004 national average of 39 percent
on this indicator by working with the Kentucky Department of
Education, the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority, the
statewide P-16 Council, and GEAR UP Kentucky on college
preparation and access initiatives.

College-Going Rate of GED Graduates

MAKING PROGRESS

College-Going Rate of GED Graduates

19%

KY 2004

22%

KY 2005

Measured by the percentage of Kentucky’s GED graduates who have enrolled
in a Kentucky postsecondary education institution within two years.
Source: Kentucky Adult Education, Comprehensive Database.
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Status:

The college-going rate of GED graduates improved from 19 percent
in 2004 to 22 percent in 2005. This improvement reflects KentuckyÊs
effort to enhance the education and skills of its adult workforce and
prepare a larger number for postsecondary education.

Purpose:

This indicator highlights an important access issue for Kentucky
postsecondary education·the ability of GED graduates to transition
to college. Getting more adults into postsecondary education is
critical to achieving KentuckyÊs 2020 educational attainment goals.

Goal:

Kentucky Adult Education will strive to continue the upward trend of
GED graduates who are college-bound by increasing this rate to 24
percent by 2008.
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QUESTION 3

Do more Kentuckians have certificates and degrees?

Undergraduate Enrollment

Kentucky Undergraduate Fall Enrollment

MAKING PROGRESS
Status:

Undergraduate enrollment reached an all-time high of 202,197 in
2005, a 2 percent increase over last year and a 13 percent
increase over 2001. Growth has been most dramatic at the twoyear level, with KCTCS enrollment increasing nearly 20 percent
since 2001. The public four-year institutions have increased their
enrollment by 8 percent over the same time period.

Purpose:

Total undergraduate headcount enrollment provides an overview
of postsecondary participation and has been a leading indicator
since the beginning of reform.

Goal:

KentuckyÊs goal is to increase undergraduate fall enrollment to
215,797 by 2007. This goal was determined by adding the
goals of the public and independent institutions, which were
negotiated based on 2020 projections, historical trends, and
institutional priorities.

KY 2001

Goal:

KentuckyÊs goal is to increase graduate and professional
enrollment to 29,383 by 2007. This goal was determined by
adding the goals of the public and independent institutions, which
were negotiated based on historical trends, cohort data, and
institutional programs and priorities.

KY 2002

KY 2004

KY 2005

Measured by the total of Kentucky public and independent institutions’ fall
semester undergraduate headcount enrollments, including full-time, part-time,
degree-seeking, and non degree-seeking students. Totals do not include
Sullivan University. Source: CPE Comprehensive Database.

Kentucky Graduate and Professional
Fall Enrollment

After peaking at 27,254 last year, graduate and professional
enrollment fell slightly to 27,008 in 2005. Still, this number is up
12 percent since 2001.
Total headcount enrollment in graduate and professional
programs provides important information about KentuckyÊs ability
to compete in a global economy.

KY 2003

202,197

179,635

LOSING GROUND

Purpose:

198,040

188,681

Graduate Enrollment

Status:

196,024

27,254

27,008

KY 2004

KY 2005

26,709
25,905
24,170

KY 2001

KY 2002

KY 2003

Measured by the total of Kentucky’s public and independent institutions’ fall
9
semester headcount of graduate and professional enrollments. Totals do not
include Sullivan University. Source: CPE Comprehensive Database.
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QUESTION 3
Do more Kentuckians have certificates and degrees?
Degrees Awarded

MAKING PROGRESS

Degrees and Other Credentials Awarded

29,554

2000-01

33,093

2001-02

34,435

2002-03

39,386

2003-04

42,773

2004-05

Status:

Annual degree and credential production jumped an impressive 12
percent in 2005-06, and has increased by nearly 63 percent since
2000-01. Baccalaureate degree production increased by 27
percent during this same time period.

Purpose:

Degrees awarded is arguably the most important indicator the
Council tracks, as it most directly impacts the CommonwealthÊs goal
of reaching the national average in educational attainment by the
year 2020.

Goal:

The Council approved a goal of 27,925 bachelorÊs or higher
degrees by 2007-08 for the public four-year and independent
institutions and a KCTCS goal of 18,445 associate degrees and
credentials by 2007-08. These goals were negotiated based on
2020 projections, historical trends, institutional cohort data, and
targets approved by the KCTCS Board of Regents.

48,013

2005-06

Measured by the total number of degrees and other credentials awarded by
Kentucky’s public and independent institutions during an academic year (July 1
through June 30). Source: CPE Comprehensive Database.

Minority Degrees Awarded

Degrees and Other Credentials Awarded
to Racial-Ethnic Minorities

MAKING PROGRESS
Status:

The state has made remarkable strides in this area, increasing its
performance by nearly 28 percent from last year and more than
100 percent since 2000-01.

Purpose:

Tracking the number of degrees awarded to racial-ethnic minorities
focuses attention on the persistent achievement gap in Kentucky that
must be erased.

Goal:

KentuckyÊs goal is to produce 2,563 minority bachelorÊs or higher
degrees and an additional 1,436 minority associate degrees and
credentials by 2007-08. These goals were negotiated based on
2020 projections, historical trends, institutional cohort data, and
targets approved by the KCTCS Board of Regents.

4,398
3,389
2,794

3,640

2,826

2,164

2000-01

2001-02

2002-03 2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

Measured by the total number of minority degrees and other credentials
awarded by Kentucky’s public and independent institutions during an academic
year (July 1 through June 30). Source: CPE Comprehensive Database.
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QUESTION 4

Are college graduates prepared for life and work in Kentucky?
Licensure Examination Pass Rates
MAKING PROGRESS
Status:

On the 11 exams tracked by the Council, five pass rates increased, two stayed the same, and four decreased slightly from the previous year.
Encouragingly, Kentucky pass rates equaled or exceeded national pass rates in almost every area. Graduate school entrance exam data (such as
the GMAT, LSAT, GRE, and MCAT) are not currently available at the statewide level, but the Council is working to obtain this information and other
measures of college learning.

Purpose:

Performance on licensure exams is a strong indication of college graduatesÊ readiness for life and work. Licensure exams directly measure studentsÊ
employability in their chosen fields and in most cases provide a useful comparison to other states.

Goal:

KentuckyÊs goal is to exceed the national pass rate in all areas.

Kentucky Licensure Examination Pass Rates
LICENSURE EXAMINATION

PREVIOUS YEAR
PASS RATE

MOST RECENT
YEAR PASS RATE

NATIONAL
PASS RATE

NCLEX (nursing licensure examination) Pass Rates · Baccalaureate (2004-05)

93%

91%

85%

NCLEX (nursing licensure examination) Pass Rates · Associate (2004-05)

92%

91%

85%

NCLEX (nursing licensure examination) Pass Rates · Practical Nursing (2004-05)

90%

94%

90%

Physical Therapist Licensing Examination (2005-06)

83%

89%

88%

National Council for Examiners for Engineering Exam, Part 1 (2004-05)

86%

75%

76%

Kentucky Bar Exam (2004-05)

81%

81%

N/A

National Dental Board Exam, Part 2 (2005-06)

92%

98%

N/A

North American Pharmacist Licensure Exam (2003-04)

99%

100%

N/A

US Medical Licensure Exam, Part 2 (2005-06)

95%

92%

92%

American Registry of Radiologic Technicians (2004-05)

91%

91%

N/A

National Board for Respiratory Care Exam (2005-06)

78%

92%

79%

Measured by comparisons of Kentucky and national pass rates on professional licensure examinations. The average of KentuckyÊs public institutions is reported
where available; the state pass rate is reported for physical therapy. SOURCE: State licensing boards and CPE Comprehensive Database.
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QUESTION 5
Are KentuckyÊs people, communities, and economy benefiting?

Extramural Research and Development Per Capita

Extramural Research and Development
Funding Per Capita

MAKING PROGRESS
Status:

KentuckyÊs performance on this indicator increased by 12 percent in
2004, but continues to significantly lag SREB states and the US
average.

Purpose:

Research and development expenditures relative to the stateÊs
population are an index of a stateÊs intellectual capital and potential
for economic growth.

Goal:

Kentucky will strive to close the gap with SREB states with a goal of
$90 of extramural research and development per capita by 2008.
The goal is a product of the sum of institutional goals and the
Kentucky State Data Center population projection for 2008.

$119
$100
$57

KY 2002

$64

KY 2003

$72

KY 2004

SREB 2004

US 2004

Measured by the total extramural and development expenditures per capita,
including all federal, state, local, corporate, and foundation funding sources
and excluding only institutionally funded research and development. Source:
National Science Foundation Survey and US Census Bureau.

College Graduates Remaining in Kentucky

College Graduates Remaining in KY to
Live and Work

MAKING PROGRESS
Status:

In recent years, concerns have surfaced about KentuckyÊs „brain
drain,‰ a phenomenon where the best and brightest leave the
state to pursue career opportunities elsewhere. Although talented
college graduates do leave the state, recent data suggests that the
vast majority of them stay here to live and work. In addition,
roughly one out of five non-resident students also remain.

Purpose:

This indicator measures the extent to which the state benefits from
its investment in postsecondary education when its graduates
remain in Kentucky to enhance the economy and quality of life.

Goal:

Kentucky will strive to keep at least 75 percent of its recent college
graduates in the state, which is equal to the percentage of native
Kentuckians in the stateÊs general population.

86%
73%

1996 Grads in 2001

2001 Grads in 2006

Measured by the percentage of graduates of Kentucky’s public and
independent institutions living or working in Kentucky five years after
graduation. Source: CPE Comprehensive Database and Kentucky Department
of Transportation Driver’s License Records.
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QUESTION 5
Are KentuckyÊs people, communities, and economy benefiting?

STEM Degrees and Credentials

Total Degrees/Credentials in Focus Fields

MAKING PROGRESS
Status:

Purpose:

Goal:

Kentucky has made progress in this area, increasing total science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) credentials from
13,983 in 2004-05 to 15,873 in 2005-06, a gain of 14 percent.
However, most of this growth has been in certificates and does not
address the serious need for bachelorÊs and graduate level
credentials.
Severe shortages in science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics-related fields have prompted national initiatives to
increase the number of STEM graduates. Increasing the number of
degrees in these new economy fields is vital to attracting more highvalue jobs and industries to Kentucky.
KentuckyÊs goal is to increase the number of STEM degrees to
18,200 by 2007-08, with a larger proportion of these degrees being
bachelorÊs degrees or higher. This goal is based on an historical rate
of change of 10 percent, applied over three years.

Bachelor's

Other Credentials/Degrees

5,309
5,917
4,934
4,749
4,465
4,769
4,568

2000-01

2001-02

2002-03

5,369

5,030

2003-04

10,504

8,953

7,610

2004-05

2005-06

Measured by the total number of credentials at all levels awarded in science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields by Kentucky’s public
and independent institutions during an academic year (July 1 through June
30), using federal EPSCoR STEM categories. Source: CPE Comprehensive
Database.

Workforce Training

Total Workforce Training and Assessment

MAKING PROGRESS
Status:

Purpose:

Goal:

KCTCS and Kentucky Adult Education work hand-in-hand with
employers to improve the skills of KentuckyÊs workforce. Total
training and assessments rose from 202,806 in 2002-03 to
241,004 in 2003-04, an increase of nearly 19 percent. Assessments
accounted for 91,931 of this total.
Workforce training is a vital service institutions provide to
employers and employees and has a direct impact on
economic development.
A goal of 225,000 trainings and assessments by 2007-08 was
approved by the KCTCS Board of Regents. A Kentucky Adult
Education workforce training goal will be set when KYAE determines
how policy changes emphasizing greater academic focus will affect
workforce training enrollment.

CPE 2005-06 Accountability Report Summary

KYAE

KCTCS
189,939

167,116

160,193
127,602

10,499

2000-01

21,185

2001-02

42,613

2002-03

51,065

2003-04

Measured by participation in Kentucky Adult Education and KCTCS workforce
13
training and assessment programs. Source: KYAE and CPE comprehensive
databases.
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SELECT INSTITUTIONAL KEY INDICATORS
The tables highlighted below provide summary data and goals on select institutional key indicators for 2005-06. Information on all institutional key indicators is included in the full
2005-06 Accountability Report.
Teacher Quality (Quality Performance Indicator )
ACTUAL

Undergraduate Fall Enrollment

Goal

2004-05

2005-06

ACTUAL

2007-08

ACTUAL

Degrees & Credentials (BA and Higher)

Goal

ACTUAL

Goal

2003

2004

2005

2007

2003

2004

2005

2007

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2007-08

Eastern Kentucky University

Satisfactory

(3.41)

Satisfactory

(3.15)

Excellent (3.5-4.0)

13,567

13,837

13,942

14,250

2,384

2,346

2,277

2,675

2,308

2,449

2,827

2,675

Kentucky State University

Excellent

(3.76)

Excellent

(3.72)

Excellent (3.5-4.0)

2,138

2,183

2,228

2,526

168

152

158

162

256

281

229

330

Morehead State University

Satisfactory

(3.35)

Satisfactory

(3.14)

Excellent (3.5-4.0)

7,929

7,762

7,549

8,050

1,580

1,531

1,513

1,650

1,350

1,411

1,461

1,505

Murray State University

Excellent

(3.84)

Excellent

(3.76)

Excellent (3.5-4.0)

8,385

8,371

8,585

8,758

1,715

1,757

1,689

1,772

2,013

1,943

2,091

2,030

Northern Kentucky University

Satisfactory

(3.49)

Satisfactory

(3.34)

Excellent (3.5-4.0)

12,223

12,070

12,107

12,900

1,722

1,851

1,918

2,200

1,890

2,063

2,116

2,270

Western Kentucky University

Satisfactory

(3.37)

Excellent

(3.55)

Excellent (3.5-4.0)

15,798

15,846

15,978

16,290

2,593

2,667

2,667

2,671

2,890

2,963

3,037

3,227

University of Kentucky

Excellent

(3.70)

Excellent

(3.54)

Excellent (3.5-4.0)

18,190

18,492

18,732

19,500

7,289

7,252

6,970

7,352

5,247

5,313

5,503

5,839

University of Louisville

Satisfactory

(3.40)

Satisfactory

(3.35)

Excellent (3.5-4.0)

14,742

14,933

15,057

15,057

6,101

6,103

5,996

6,101

3,676

3,986

4,170

4,249

Independents (AIKCU)

Excellent

(3.52)

Excellent

(3.54)

Excellent (3.5-4.0)

TOTAL

Minority Degrees (BA and Higher)
ACTUAL

Eastern Kentucky University
Kentucky State University
Morehead State University

22,375

22,556

23,088

26,000

3,157

3,595

3,820

4,800

4,774

5,003

5,110

5,800

196,024

198,040

202,197

215,797

26,709

27,254

27,008

29,383

24,404

25,412

26,544

27,925

Six-Year Graduation Rates

Goal

ACTUAL

Transfers from KCTCS
Goal

ACTUAL

Extramural Research and Development Funding
Goal

ACTUAL ($000)
2003-04

2004-05

Goal ($000)

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2007-08

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2007-08

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2007-08

2005-06

2007-08

96

122

124

135

37.1%

33.5%

36.9%

38.5%

573

662

701

766

$376

$462

$286

$508

174

198

164

229

39.0%

29.5%

28.5%

33.0%

25

29

39

50

$3,291

$3,614

$3,298

$3,800

43

53

44

58

44.2%

37.9%

41.6%

44.0%

389

312

396

425

$1,084

$1,094

$1,245

$880

Murray State University

162

136

172

143

56.3%

57.3%

56.6%

55.0%

444

419

512

540

$1,307

$1,801

$2,978

$1,837

Northern Kentucky University

101

120

111

156

33.3%

40.5%

40.9%

41.9%

76

61

77

110

$48

$275

$584

$785

Western Kentucky University

206

230

219

251

43.4%

44.5%

45.5%

45.8%

431

424

474

542

$4,644

$3,734

$5,192

$6,813

University of Kentucky

371

401

390

447

61.1%

59.6%

59.8%

62.0%

957

896

815

860

$162,441

$187,028

$203,223

$272,000

University of Louisville

701

698

804

744

34.9%

33.1%

36.7%

45.0%

512

551

594

667

$57,992

$62,515

$81,167

$97,170

Independents (AIKCU)

351

349

341

400

45.4%

48.4%

48.0%

52.4%

402

514

583

750

2,205

2,307

2,369

2,563

3,809

3,868

4,191

4,710

$231,183

$260,523

$297,973

$383,793

TOTAL

Fall Undergraduate Enrollment
ACTUAL

KCTCS
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Graduate & Professional Fall Enrollment

Goal

Three-Year Persistence Rate

Goal

ACTUAL

Associate Degrees
Goal

ACTUAL

Certificates and Diplomas Awarded
Goal

ACTUAL

Minority Degrees and Credentials Awarded

Goal

ACTUAL

Goal

2003

2004

2005

2007

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2007-08

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2007-08

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2007-08

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

142007-08

80,695

81,990

84,931

92,466

40.5%

43.3%

43.3%

43.3%

5,420

5,723

6,028

6,640

7,979

10,018

13,777

11,805

1,060

1,225

1,883

1,436

IMOVING FORWARD
The Commonwealth continued to make significant progress in many areas of the Public Agenda in
2005-06, improving on 12 of 19 statewide key indicators. In fact, KentuckyÊs postsecondary
accountability system was cited in several national publications in 2006 as a model for other
states. However, it is clear that the pace of change must intensify if the state is to achieve its 2020
educational attainment goals and increase the standard of living and quality of life for all
Kentuckians. Highlighted below are a number of statewide initiatives and issues that the Council
will work on over the next year.
Question 1:

• Go Higher Kentucky Phase II·to increase college access
• Developmental Education Task Force·to reduce remediation and increase
•
•
•
•

student success
GEAR UP Kentucky II Grant·to promote low-income student success
P-16 Council performance indicators·to measure the effectiveness of P-16 initiatives
Improving Educator Quality Grants·to enhance teacher professional development
Kentucky Adult Education·to promote GED completion and college going

Question 2:

• Need-based financial aid·to encourage access for low-income and adult students
• Funding, tuition, and financial aid·to improve alignment and promote efficiency
• CPE Affordability Study·to update information from the 2004 study

Question 3:

• 2020 bachelorÊs degree projections·to produce cost estimates and funding parameters
• Statewide Transfer Committee·to increase transfers and enhance student success
• Kentucky Virtual Campus new strategic plan·to promote statewide
technology initiatives

• Kentucky Adult Education·to increase its focus on college readiness
Question 4:

• College-level learning initiatives·to assess life and work skills
• National Survey of Student Engagement and Community College Survey of Student
Engagement·to measure the quality of college experience and increase student success

Question 5:

•
•
•
•
•

STEM Task Force·to promote degree production and impact the economy
Translational Research Conference·to promote greater economic impact
Regional Stewardship Program·to encourage community partnerships and benefits
Statewide Engineering Strategy·to expand the engineering pipeline
Kentucky Science and Technology Corporation·to increase intellectual capital and
research and development investment

Please refer to the CouncilÊs Web site, http://www.cpe.ky.gov, for more details on these
15
statewide initiatives, as well as the full 2005-06 Accountability Report.
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The full 2005-06 Accountability Report is available online at
http://cpe.ky.gov/planning/statusreports/.
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Council on Postsecondary Education
January 29, 2007

P-16 Council Update
Several national reports and state initiatives were reviewed at the December 12 meeting.
The Council on Postsecondary Education and Kentucky Adult Education provided funding for
a local P-16 council initiative proposed by the Jackson Purchase Area Local P-16 Council,
and Dr. Dale Duvall updated council members on activities and issues of concern to local
councils across the Commonwealth. Of particular concern is the need for a consistent
funding mechanism so that local councils can hire and maintain staff to coordinate ongoing
P-16 partnerships. State-level funding and support will allow local councils to create
awareness in their communities of the importance of education and application of consistent
guidelines for performance and accountability.
Dean James Cibulka (UK College of Education) and Dean Cathy Gunn (MoSU College of
Education) led a discussion of Arthur Levine’s recent report on “Educating School Teachers.”
Both deans found some of the report’s findings more applicable to Kentucky teacher
preparation programs than others, and both agreed that teacher preparation programs must
become more closely engaged in local school districts and that a greater emphasis in the
approval, certification, and evaluation of teacher preparation programs should be placed on
students learning rather than on teachers teaching. Dr. Phil Rogers, executive director of the
Education Professional Standards Board, reported on the multi-faceted approach being taken
by Kentucky’s certification board to recommend new goals for evaluating and approving
programs, structuring professional development and career advancement of teachers and
administrators, and the use of K-12 student data to assess the quality of teacher education
programs in the Commonwealth. One area of discussion was the disjunction between CPE
and EPSB program approval guidelines on the one hand, and institutional accreditation
processes on the other, and whether National Accreditation of Colleges of Teacher Education
(NCATE) principles indeed correlate to higher-quality teacher education programs. Staff also
reported to P-16 council members on the 2007 Teacher Quality Summit and the new round
of Improving Educator Quality grants (CPE November 2006 agenda items).
P-16 Council Chair Mark Wattier led a discussion of dual credit issues reviewed in the
American Youth Policy Forum report, The College Ladder: Linking Secondary and
Postsecondary Success for All Students. The report surveys a variety of models providing
college-level learning opportunities to high school students. The Kentucky Department of
Education’s Dual Credit Task Force is working with the AYPF to participate in its research
agenda to document and compare the learning results of these options and will report on
them as they are available.

Dr. Tom Layzell, CPE president, reviewed U.S. Department of Education Secretary Margaret
Spellings’ report, A Test of Leadership: Charting the Future of U.S. Higher Education. He
noted that approximately 60 percent of the world’s jobs within the next decade will require
some amount of postsecondary education and Kentucky will need to double the number of its
baccalaureate degree holders by 2020 to keep pace with the nation. The nation and the
Commonwealth will need to reallocate resources to address these challenges. Postsecondary
educators must develop specific assessments to be accountable for college-level learning and
to document the value added by postsecondary education. Dr. Jim Applegate, CPE vice
president for academic affairs, reported on Secretary Spellings’ follow-up meeting with
educational leaders across the country. He also updated council members on the work of the
Developmental Education Task Force (see page 39 of this agenda book) and the regional
stewardship initiative (see page 93).
Al Lind (CPE vice president for information and technology), Myk Garn (CPE senior advisor),
and Linda Pittenger (Kentucky Department of Education) summarized the strategic planning
process of the Kentucky Virtual Campus and its implications for postsecondary and K-12
educational access and interagency and interstate collaborations. Not only will the KVC and
KVHS make Kentucky courses and teaching modules more readily available to students and
teachers within the Commonwealth, but the Southern Regional Education Board’s initiative to
share curricular and instructional content in an electronic data repository will make such
materials available to educators in SREB states.

Staff preparation by Dianne M. Bazell

COUNCIL ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION REPORT
1/29/07
FROM THE KENTUCKY BOARD OF EDUCATION
BY
INTERIM COMMISSIONER KEVIN M. NOLAND

January 29, 2007 Public Hearing and Commissioner's Search Committee Meeting
The Kentucky Board of Education (KBE) is holding a public hearing today, January 29,
2007, to receive input on the draft characteristics for the next commissioner of education,
which the Board composed, considering all input it had received prior to its January 10,
2007, meeting. Notice of the hearing, along with the draft characteristics, was sent to
various constituencies and the public, including the Council on Postsecondary Education.
The Commissioner's Search Committee, a subcommittee of the KBE, will finalize the
characteristics at its meeting following the hearing. The draft characteristics are listed
below:

DRAFT CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE NEXT COMMISSIONER OF
EDUCATION
1/19/07

The Kentucky Board of Education
Is Seeking a Commissioner of Education who…
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Has successfully met the challenges of leading a large organization dedicated to
ambitious goals, high standards, and continuous improvement.
Has demonstrated the ability to articulate a clear vision of quality education with
documented evidence of consistent, positive results.
Understands and appreciates Kentucky’s institutions, culture, and political and
educational leadership.
Has a proven track record of implementing programs that address the
achievement gap with an emphasis on special needs, African-American, Hispanic,
culturally and linguistically diverse, and low socio-economic students, while
focusing on the needs of all students.
Is committed to producing measurable results in low-performing schools and
reaching the goal of proficiency by 2014 in all Kentucky schools.
Demonstrates an ability to inspire, motivate and build consensus among highimpact decision makers such as legislative, business, community, and school
leaders.
Is well informed about standards-based education and successful education
reform efforts in Kentucky and throughout the nation.
Is strongly committed to a student-first philosophy.
Inspires trust, possesses self-confidence, and models high standards of integrity.

•
•
•

Possesses excellent communication skills and can effectively establish dialogue
with all stakeholder groups.
Demonstrates an appreciation for and commitment to producing measurable
results relative to issues of diversity.
Holds an advanced degree.

January 10, 2007 Kentucky Board of Education Meeting
The Kentucky Board of Education met on January 10, 2007, with highlights of that
meeting being as follows:








Discussion on Characteristics for the Next Commissioner - Following the
meeting, the search firm drafted a list of characteristics from what they heard at
the January 10 meeting that were circulated to the Board. Edits were submitted
by members and a set of draft characteristics was agreed upon that could be
circulated for input.
Discussion of the Input Process - It was agreed that a public hearing would be
held on January 29, 2007, to take input, both oral and written, on the draft
characteristics. The Board reviewed a list of constituencies to which the hearing
notice would go and added some groups. Department staff were assigned to send
out the notice and draft characteristics to the agreed upon list. The
Commissioner's Search Committee, a subset of the Board, agreed to meet
following the public hearing to discuss the input and finalize the characteristics.
Discussion of Salary Range and Benefits for the Position - The Board agreed to
set the salary for the successful candidate in the range of $220,000, plus an
excellent comprehensive benefits package. The final salary will be negotiated
based upon experience and the criteria established by the Board.
Discussion of Timeline for the Search - The search firm presented a draft timeline
for the search that had to be revised due to schedule conflicts. The revised
timeline indicates that applications from candidates must be received by the
search firm by March 14, the Commissioner's Search Committee will do its paper
review of candidates to narrow down to semifinalists on March 28, the
semifinalists will be interviewed the week of April 2 and the full board will
interview the finalists the week of April 9. All dates are subject to change if
scheduling becomes a problem.

December 6-7, 2007, Kentucky Board of Education Meeting
Highlights of the meeting are as follows:


FINAL APPROVAL GIVEN TO 703 KAR 5:020, THE FORMULA FOR
DETERMINING SCHOOL ACCOUNTABILITY
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At its December 6-7 meeting, the Kentucky Board of Education gave final approval
to 703 KAR 5:020, The formula for determining school accountability. Major
changes that will affect the accountability system include:
•

For 2006-07, an ACT index at the high school level will be computed from
the results of PLAN to compose 5% of high school accountability.

•

In 2007-08, the ACT will be administered to all grade 11 students statewide
along with a complete Kentucky Core Content Test (KCCT). The ACT
results will be studied and analyzed. The academic index will be based on
KCCT items. An ACT index will continue to compose 5% of high school
accountability; however, it will be computed from both PLAN and ACT.

•

For 2008-09, the ACT will continue to be administered to all grade 11
students statewide and augmented with KCCT items. A Kentucky scale
combining ACT/KCCT items to be used in calculating an academic index for
accountability will be applied in 2008-09 and from that point forward. The
ACT index, computed from PLAN and ACT, will continue to count 5% of
high school accountability in 2008-09 and in the future.

•

For state-required high school assessments administered in the fall, schools
shall be held accountable based on students who have been enrolled for a full
academic year in the prior school year. (Begins 2006-07)

•

The weights for KCCT reading and mathematics will be increased to 22% for
both subjects at the elementary level and 19% for both subjects at the middle
school level (Begins in 2006-07)

•

Kentucky Department of Education (KDE) staff will work with vendors and
the National Technical Advisory Panel on Assessment and Accountability to
resolve technical issues and create a growth measure that may be included in
accountability in the future.

•

Beginning in 2006-07, at the elementary level, districts shall identify a grade
level, select a norm-referenced test (NRT) from a KDE approved list, and
administer the reading and mathematics components. School and district
results shall be publicly reported and individual student results communicated
to parents for this elementary NRT plus EXPLORE at grade 8, PLAN at grade
10 and beginning in 2007-08, ACT at grade 11 and WorkKeys as an optional
test at grades 10, 11 or 12. The KDE will provide districts with a per pupil
allocation to support the purchase of the elementary level NRT.
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•

Nonacademic index calculations will include:
o The values for attendance rate will be the actual percentage reported in
Average Daily Attendance (ADA) for each school and district. (Begins
2006-07)
o The values entered into the formula calculations for retention rate at
elementary and middle school and dropout rate at middle school shall be
100 minus the actual percentage calculated. (Begins 2006-07)
o Beginning in 2008-09, graduation rate at the high school level shall be
used for retention and dropout calculations and shall be calculated as
required by the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. Kentucky values shall
be added to the graduation rate as follows:
¾ students receiving Certificates of Attainment (1 point)
¾ students graduating by age 21 (1 point)
¾ students completing a secondary GED (.50 point)
¾ students graduating in three years or less as defined in the student’s
Individual Learning Plan (.50 point) for a total of 1.5 points
o High school nonacademic data shall include transition to adult life data
and beginning in 2008-09, the values for transition to adult life shall be
based on those graduates who:
¾ complete an Individual Learning Plan (ILP);
¾ meet or exceed the ACT benchmarks set by the Council on
Postsecondary Education;
¾ indicate a workforce or military career path on their ILP and earn a
silver level Kentucky Employability Certificate; or
¾ meet or exceed the transition criteria for the Kentucky Certificate of
Attainment, divided by twice the number of graduates.
o A bonus point shall be added to the transition to adult life calculation for
each graduate who:
¾ passes three Advanced Placement exams with scores of three or
greater
¾ receives an International Baccalaureate Diploma
¾ receives a Commonwealth Diploma
¾ receives a National Merit Finalist designation
¾ has an ILP that indicates a workforce or military career path and who
earns a gold level Kentucky Employability Certificate, a Kentucky
Occupational Skill Standards Certificate or national industry
certification.
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o Bonus points shall be added to the base transition to adult life calculation
and capped at 100.
A public hearing was conducted on the regulation on January 25. Following the
public hearing any comments will come back to the Board at the February meeting
and members will have the opportunity to decide if further changes are necessary.
After that, the regulation will proceed through the legislative committee review
process.


BOARD APPROVES LEGISLATIVE AGENDA

The Kentucky Board of Education gave approval to its legislative agenda for the 2007
General Assembly session. The following proposals were approved:
•

Principal Selection –
o Require the school council to select a principal from among multiple
candidates recommended by the superintendent
o Expand the criteria for low-performing schools (beyond Level 3 for two
successive biennia) for which either the superintendent or the highly
skilled educator would select the principal

•

Nonresident Student Options –
o Provide grounds for appealing nonresident student agreements to the
Commissioner and Kentucky Board of Education
o Request LRC to conduct a study considering all factors relative to
nonresident student/county and independent districts that would lead to
recommendations for a long-term solution

•

Prevailing Wage –
o Suspend the prevailing wage requirement for school construction for three
years to study the impact so that a more accurate determination can be
made about the impact of the prevailing wage law
o Seek changes to make the prevailing wage more representative of the
region’s actual wages

•

SEEK –
o Pursue a technical amendment to the definition of assessment to define
assessment as “accessible” assessment

•

School Facilities –
5

o Use of Restricted Funds; Capital Outlay and FSPK
¾ Capital Outlay may be used for Tier 2B Maintenance with KDE
approval (replacement of components of a useful system that is
expected to operate for at least three more years).
¾ Capital Outlay and FSPK may be used for Tier 3 Capital Replacement
(one major building system).
¾ Upon approval of the Commissioner, Capital Outlay may be used for
maintenance without forfeiting the district’s participation in SFCC.
Maintenance does not include property insurance.
¾ Allow land for new schools or modifications to existing schools to be
purchased with restricted cash for projects noted on the District
Facility Plan for use in the next eight years. Land will not be counted
in the calculation of need.
o Taxing Authority
¾ KRS 157.621 would be amended to remove the sunset provision of the
growth nickel.
¾ KRS 160.470 would be amended to provide that no local board of
education shall have to levy a tax rate lower than the rate set by the
board in the previous year.
¾ Increase 5 cent FSPK to 10 cents and provide equalization. Require
all districts to levy this. Those already levying 10 cents would be
authorized to levy another nickel, but would not be required to do this.
The recallable nickel and EFF funding programs would become a part
of FSPK. No district shall have to lower its tax levy for facilities.
o Process
¾ Change the date of KDE’s needs determination from October 15 to
December 15.
¾ The calculation of local available revenue should be revised to use
debt service that will be available in the future instead of a “snap
shot”.
o Support for SFCC Statutory Changes
¾ Provide a statutory program for targeted funding.
¾ Provide that the SFCC consider additional factors when awarding
targeted funding.
¾ Allow SFCC funding for Priorities 1 and 2 regardless of the order in
which projects are undertaken.
¾ SFCC escrow requirements would be revised to eliminate the escrow
balances in capital outlay and FSPK as of June 30 each year.
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SEARCH FIRM SELECTED TO ASSIST IN HIRING THE NEXT
COMMISSIONER

On December 7, the Kentucky Board of Education chose Ray and Associates from
Cedar Rapids, Iowa as the firm to assist it in finding the next commissioner of
education. This search firm is nationally known and has over 30 years of experience
in educational searches.
Next Meeting: February 7-8, 2007, Frankfort, KY
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Council on Postsecondary Education
January 29, 2007

2007-08 Tuition and Fee Proposals

The institutions will be presenting proposed tuition and required fees for 2007-08 at both the
January and March Council meetings. The proposals will be based on the tuition policy and
maximum parameters established by the Council at its Executive Committee meeting in
November 2006. As was the case last year, the Council has agreed to provide two dates for
tuition approval to accommodate the meeting schedules of the institutions’ boards.
The Council has requested that the institutions present planned uses of the increased funding
as well as to submit proposals to increase institutional financial aid for students with financial
need.
The proposals are currently being developed by the institutions and will be completed and
provided to the Council members prior to the January 29 meeting.

Staff preparation by Sandra Woodley

Council on Postsecondary Education
January 29, 2007

2007-08 Tuition and Fee Proposals
ACTION: The staff recommends that the Council approve 2007-08 tuition and
mandatory fee charges for the University of Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky University,
Morehead State University, and the Kentucky Community and Technical College
System.
The Council revised its tuition policy in 2005 to reflect the following policy objectives:
•
•
•
•

(Access) - College education in Kentucky should be accessible and affordable for all
qualified Kentuckians.
(Adequacy) - Tuition policy decisions should provide adequate total public funding
levels necessary for institutions to meet the objectives of the Public Agenda.
(Aid) - Tuition and student financial aid policies should be coordinated effectively to
ensure sufficient financial aid for students with financial need.
(Alignment) - The following three policies should be aligned with each other and the
Public Agenda: (1) General Fund appropriations, (2) financial aid, and (3) the
establishment of tuition and required fees at the institutions.

Pursuant to these objectives, the Council established maximum tuition parameters for resident
undergraduate students for 2007-08 on November 11, 2006. In addition, the Council
mandated that the published price for nonresident students be established at least 1.75 times
higher than the resident rates.
Four institutions are submitting proposals for tuition and fees for 2007-08 on January 29,
2007:
•
•
•
•

University of Kentucky (UK)
Eastern Kentucky University (EKU)
Morehead State University (MoSU)
Kentucky Community and Technical College System (KCTCS)

The remaining institutions are expected to submit proposals to the Council in March.
Summary of Proposed 2007-08 Rates:
All four institutions submitted proposals that are within the maximum parameters approved by
the Council. Attachment A provides the details for resident undergraduate tuition and fee
charges, which are subject to the maximum parameters approved by the Council.
1

Attachment B provides a complete listing of tuition and mandatory fee charges for all students
including graduate programs, nonresident students, and online course offerings.
A summary of annual tuition and required fees for undergraduate resident students is as
follows:
Institution
UK
EKU
MoSU
KCTCS

Maximum

Proposed

Difference

$7,199
5,685
5,333
3,570

$7,199
5,682
5,280
3,450

$0
3
53
120

$ Increase

% Increase

$595
490
410
180

9.0%
9.4%
8.4%
5.5%

The proposals for nonresident undergraduate rates are summarized as follows:
Institution
UK
EKU
MoSU
KCTCS

Proposed
Resident
Undergrad
7,199
5,682
5,280
3,450

Proposed
$ Differential
Nonresident
Undergrad
14,995
7,796
15,382
9,700
13,340
8,060
10,350
6,900

% Required
Differential
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75

%
Proposed
Differential
2.1
2.7
2.5
3.0

Planned Uses of Public Funding Increases:
Institution

Planned Use of Funding

UK


















EKU

MoSU

KCTCS

Three percent salary increase for faculty and staff
Two percent for faculty retention “fighting fund” (market catch-up funds)
Increases in student financial aid
Health insurance, utility cost, and other fixed cost increases
3.5 percent faculty and staff salary increase and increased benefits
Academic/strategic initiatives
Increase in institutionally funded financial aid
Phase-in salary equity initiative
Four percent faculty & staff salary increase and increased benefits
New academic program in space science
Increase in institutionally funded need and merit financial aid
Fixed cost increases
Increase in faculty and staff salary and benefits
Programs to expand student access
Implementation of strategic plan initiatives
Increase in institutionally funded need-based aid
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Institutional Planning for Financial Aid for Students with Financial Need
Attachment C details plans for increases in financial aid for students who have a
demonstrated financial need. The table presents aid to be available for students who meet
the federal definition of financial need (Pell Grant eligibility).
The Council requested additional financial assistance from institutional resources in 2007-08
above 2006-07 levels for students who have demonstrated financial need. All four
institutions submitted proposals that demonstrate an increased commitment ranging from
about 6 percent of tuition revenue at EKU to over 13 percent at UK. In addition, information
concerning the specifics of financial aid policies in 2007-08 for the four institutions is
provided in Attachment D.

Staff preparation by Sandra Woodley
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ATTACHMENT A

2007-08 Tuition and Fees: Comparison of Maximum Parameters and Institutional Proposals
For Institutions Submitting Proposals on January 29, 2007

2007-08 Maximum Parameters

January 29, 2007
Institutional Proposals

Tuition & Fees
2007

Tuition
and Fees
as %
of State Median
Family Income
$48,168

Maximum
Nominal
Tuition &
Mand. Fees

Max
Tuition and
Fees as % of
MFI 2008
$49,420

%
Change
at
Max

$
Change
at
Max

Maximum
Nominal
Tuition &
Mand. Fees

Max
Tuition and
Fees as % of
MFI 2008
$49,420

%
Change
at
Max

$
Change
at
Max

$6,604
6,252

13.7%
13.0%

$7,199
7,002

14.6%
14.2%

9.0%
12.0%

$594
750

$7,199

14.6%

9.0%

$595

6,428

13.3%

7,101

14.4%

10.5%

672

EKU
KSU
MoSU
MuSU
NKU
WKU

5,192
4,950
4,870
4,998
5,448
5,860

10.8%
10.0%
10.1%
10.4%
11.3%
12.2%

5,685
5,420
5,333
5,473
5,966
6,417

11.5%
11.0%
10.8%
11.1%
12.1%
13.0%

9.5%
9.5%
9.5%
9.5%
9.5%
9.5%

493
470
463
475
518
557

5,682

11.5%

9.4%

490

5,280

10.7%

8.4%

410

SECTOR AVERAGE

5,220

10.8%

5,716

11.6%

9.5%

496

3,270
109

6.8%

3,570
119

7.2%

9.2%

300
10

3,450
115

7.0%

5.5%

180
6

Institution

Research Institutions
UK (Average Lower and Upper)
UofL
SECTOR AVERAGE
Comprehensive Institutions

Two-Year Institutions
KCTCS
KCTCS (Per Credit Hour)
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ATTACHMENT B
2007-08 TUITION & MANDATORY FEE RATES
(Fall 2007 and Spring 2008)

Fall
2007
Rates

Spring
2008
Rates

Annual
2007-08
Rates

University of Kentucky
Undergraduate (Lower Division)
Resident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Nonresident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Undergraduate (Upper Division)
Resident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Nonresident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Graduate
Resident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Nonresident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Master in Business Administration (MBA)
Evening and part-time students
Resident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour

$3,548
282

$3,548
282

$7,096

7,448
607

7,448
607

14,896

3,651
290

3,651
290

7,302

7,547
615

7,547
615

15,094

3,835
401

3,835
401

7,670

8,079
873

8,079
873

16,158

4,434
468

4,434
468

8,868

9,643
1,046

9,643
1,046

19,286

Master of Arts in Diplomacy and International Commerce and
Master of Science in Physician Assistant Studies
Resident
Nonresident

4,022
8,266

4,022
8,266

8,044
16,532

Master of Science in Radiological Medical Physics and
Master of Science in Health Physics
(College of Health Sciences, Division of Radiation Sciences)
Resident
Nonresident

4,464
8,695

4,464
8,695

8,928
17,390

Nonresident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
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2007-08 TUITION & MANDATORY FEE RATES
(Fall 2007 and Spring 2008)

Fall
2007
Rates
University of Kentucky continued
Law
Resident
Nonresident
Medicine *
Students - entering classes of Fall 2004 and earlier
Resident
Nonresident
Students - entering classes of Fall 2005
Resident
Nonresident
Students - entering classes of Fall 2006
Resident
Nonresident
Students - entering classes of Fall 2007
Resident
Nonresident

Spring
2008
Rates

Annual
2007-08
Rates

6,999
12,402

6,999
12,402

13,998
24,804

10,987
21,371

10,987
21,371

21,973
42,742

11,729
22,330

11,729
22,330

23,457
44,660

11,802
22,454

11,802
22,454

23,604
44,907

11,876
22,578

11,876
22,578

23,752
45,155

10,637
22,427

10,637
22,427

21,274
44,854

10,355
22,041

10,355
22,041

20,710
44,082

8,888
16,549

8,888
16,549

17,776
33,098

7,352
14,740

7,352
14,740

14,704
29,480

5,000
11,160

5,000
11,160

10,000
22,320

4,106
8,350

4,106
8,350

8,212
16,700

6,235
13,935

6,235
13,935

12,470
27,870

* As a pilot program, beginning with fall 2007, the College of Medicine tuition and mandatory fee rates
are 'locked in' for each entering class cohort. The rates will not change while students are enrolled
in the program.
Dentistry
Students - entering classes of Fall 2005, 2006, and 2007
Resident
Nonresident
Other Returning Students
Resident
Nonresident
Pharmacy
Students - entering classes of Fall 2005, 2006, and 2007
Resident
Nonresident
Other Returning Students
Resident
Nonresident
Professional Doctoral
Resident
Nonresident
Master in Business Administration (MBA)
Full-time students in the "Day" Program
Resident
Nonresident
Doctorate of Physical Therapy
Resident
Nonresident
**Subject to slight modification
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2007-08 TUITION & MANDATORY FEE RATES
(Fall 2007 and Spring 2008)

Fall
2007
Rates

Spring
2008
Rates

Annual
2007-08
Rates

Eastern Kentucky University
Undergraduate
Resident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Nonresident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Nonresident - Targeted Areas
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Online Programs**
Justice and Safety Online Courses (per credit hour)
Other Online Courses (per credit hour)
**Subject to slight modification
Graduate
Resident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Nonresident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Full-time - Incentive Grant Counties
Per Credit Hour - Incentive Grant Counties
Online Programs **
Justice and Safety Online Courses (per credit hour)
Other Online Courses (per credit hour)
**Subject to slight modification

2,841
237

2,841
237

5,682

7,691
641

7,691
641

15,382

4,442
371

4,442
371

8,884

350
260

350
260

3,070
342

3,070
342

6,140

8,419
936
4,801
534

8,419
936
4,801
534

16,838

500
375

500
375

2,640
220

2,640
220

5,280

6,670
560

6,670
560

13,340

3,300
275

3,300
275

6,600

355

355

2,865
320

2,865
320

5,730

7,275
810

7,275
810

14,550

355

355

1,725
115

1,725
115

3,450

2,070
138

2,070
138

4,140

5,175
345

5,175
345

10,350

9,602

Morehead State University
Undergraduate
Resident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Nonresident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Nonresident -Targeted Counties
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Online Programs
Per Credit Hour
Graduate
Resident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Nonresident
Full-time
Per Credit Hour
Online Programs
Per Credit Hour

Kentucky Community and Technical College System (KCTCS)
Resident
Full-time
Per Credit hour
Nonresident - Contiguous Counties
Full-time
Per Credit hour
Nonresident - Other
Full-time
Per Credit hour
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ATTACHMENT C

ESTIMATED FINANCIAL AID FOR STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR A PELL GRANT
Estimated Total Student Financial Aid

Tuition and Fee Revenue and Institutional Financial Aid
One-Year Increase (Incremental Revenue)

Institution

Institutional
Aid as %
Increase
in Revenue
2007 to 2008

Per Pell-eligible Student

Comparison of Totals 2007-08

Increase
Revenue
Tuition
& Fees
2007 to 2008

Increase
Institutional
Student
Aid*
2007 to 2008

Total
Revenue
Tuition
& Fees
2007-08

Total
Institutional
Student
Aid*
2007-08

Total Institution
Aid As % of
Total Tuition
Revenue
2007-08

$17,621,400

$2,350,700

13.3%

$237,580,700

$9,358,200

3.9%

8,162,000

500,000

6.1%

94,385,002

5,002,000

3,092,678

470,589

15.2%

46,285,428

6,600,000

573,000

8.7%

162,833,300

Estimated Total
Student Financial
Aid for Pell-eligible
Students*
2007-08

**Enrollment
for Undergraduates
Enrolled in
Six or More Hours
Fall 2006

Estimated
Pell-eligible
Students
2007-08

Pell Eligible
as % of
Undergraduate
Enrollment

Estimated
Student Aid per
Pell-eligible Student*
2007-08

$26,947,193

18,354

3,475

18.9%

$7,755

5.3%

26,850,000

12,313

5,175

42.0%

5,188

6,215,004

13.4%

25,792,241

6,469

3,418

52.8%

7,546

10,992,800

6.8%

131,195,400

49,264

36,863

74.8%

3,559

Research Institutions
UK
UofL
Comprehensive Institutions
EKU
KSU
MoSU
MuSU
NKU
WKU

Two-Year College System
KCTCS

* Student financial aid presented above for needy students is defined by the federal government (students who are eligible for a Pell Grant). Institutions provide other need-based financial aid for students who are not eligible for a Pell Grant and that information is
not incorporated in this analysis.
**Includes only undergraduate degree-seeking students enrolled for six or more credit hours.
***Student financial aid does not include loans or workstudy, only grant aid.
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ATTACHMENT D

2007-08 Financial Aid Policies
(EKU, KCTCS, MoSU, and UK)

Eastern Kentucky University
NEW FINANCIAL AID INITIATIVES BEGINNING IN 2007-08
1. EKU REGIONAL SCHOLARS:
Regional scholars are undergraduate, full-time, first-year Kentucky resident students that
reside in one of the 22 counties located in EKU’s service region.. In accordance with EKU’s
mission and in order to provide assistance to students from these counties, funding will be
provided at the level of the in-state undergraduate tuition cost and will be renewable up to 10
consecutive semesters. For 2007-08, EKU will have an investment of $2,611/semester and
$5,222/annual.
Qualifications:
- Graduate from a high school located in one of the 22 identified counties in
EKU’s service region
- Must have a Median Household Income of $30,000 or less
- Must have an Estimated Family Contribution (EFC) of up to $5,000
- Must have completed the Kentucky Pre-College Curriculum requirements in
high school2
- Have a cumulative GPA of at least 3.25
- Receive Full Admission status to EKU2
Requirements:
- Must complete a FAFSA1
- Must maintain a GPA of at least 2.75
- Remain a full-time student in good standing with satisfactory academic
progress
- Maintain required minimum eligibility for all awarded federal, state and
institutional grants
2. MATH/SCIENCE SCHOLARS
Math/Science Scholars are undergraduate, full-time, first-year Kentucky residents that reside
in EKU’s primary service region. EKU will have 22 of these scholarships, one from each of the
counties in the service region. Math/Science Scholars will have demonstrated excellence in
their high school curriculum as well as chosen to study in the fields of mathematics and/or
science. These students will be provided tuition, room, board and books and the award will
be renewable up to 8 consecutive semesters. For 2007-08, EKU’s will have an estimated
annual cost of $11,600 per scholar.
Qualifications:
- Graduate from a high school located in one of the 22 identified counties in
EKU’s primary service region
- Must have completed the Kentucky Pre-College Curriculum requirements in
high school2
- Have a cumulative GPA of at least 3.75
- Receive Full Admission status to EKU2

Requirements:
- Declare and maintain a major in a math or science discipline
- Must maintain an overall GPA of at least 3.5 including a 3.5 within their major
- Remain a full-time student in good standing with satisfactory academic
progress
- Maintain required minimum eligibility for all awarded federal, state and
institutional grants
3. SCHOLASTIC OPPORTUNITY GRANT:
Scholastic Opportunity scholars are undergraduate, full-time students whose family income
falls at 150% or below the national poverty level. The grant amount will provide the
differential between the direct costs of attendance (tuition, room, board, and books) and
federal, state and institutional grants. This cost differential is estimated to be $1,500 and will
be renewable up to 10 consecutive semesters. For 2007-08, EKU will have an investment of
$750/semester and $1,500/annual.
Qualifications:
- Must be Pell eligible
Requirements:
- Must complete a FAFSA1
- Must maintain a GPA of 2.5
- Remain a full-time student in good standing with satisfactory academic
progress
- Maintain required minimum eligibility for all awarded federal, state and
institutional grants
4. TRANSFER SCHOLARS:
KCTCS students are eligible for a new scholarship beginning in spring 2006. Each grant is
valued at half the in-state undergraduate tuition rate and will be renewable for up to six
consecutive semesters. For 2007-08, EKU will have an investment of $1,305/semester and
$2,611/annual.
Qualifications:
- Transfer from a KCTCS institution.
- Have completed a total of at least 24 hours of course work at a KCTCS
institution.
- Have a cumulative GPA of at least 3.0 on all postsecondary work at the time of
transfer.
Requirements:
- Must complete a FAFSA1
- Must maintain a GPA of 2.5
- Remain a full-time student in good standing with satisfactory academic
progress
- Maintain required minimum eligibility for all awarded federal, state and
institutional grants

5. COVER TO COVER:
The Cover to Cover program is aimed at undergraduate, full-time, first-year Kentucky
residents. The intent of this program is to provide assistance in obtaining textbooks for those
students who will not receive textbook assistance through the Scholastic Opportunity Grant,
but who have demonstrated financial need. Experience indicates that students with Estimated
Family Contributions just above the level for Pell eligibility have difficulty in affording
textbooks. These students will be provided the cost of books up to $400 a semester
renewable for up to 10 consecutive semesters. For 2007-08, EKU will have an investment of
$400/semester and $800/annual.
Qualifications:
- Demonstrate an Estimated Family Contribution (EFC) above 150% of the
poverty level and up to $5,000.
Requirements:
- Must complete a FAFSA1
- Remain a full-time student in good standing with satisfactory academic
progress
- Maintain required minimum eligibility for all awarded federal, state and
institutional grants
SUMMARY of AWARDS AND TOTAL COSTS:

1

Aid Type

2007-08
Awards

2007-08
Cost

2010-11
Award

2010-11
Cost

EKU Regional Scholars

375

$990,000

1,500

$3,960,000

Math/Science Scholar

22

$255,000

88

$1,020,000

Scholastic
Opportunity Grant

500

$750,000

2,000

$3,000,000

Transfer Scholars

200

$520,000

350

$910,000

Cover to Cover

300

$240,000

1,200

$960,000

Totals

1,397

$2,755,000

5,138

$9,850,000

The priority data for completing the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) is March 15, 2007 and
each subsequent year by February 15.
2
Students who cannot complete the Kentucky Pre-College Curriculum (and therefore enter with Full Admission
status) due to a lack of availability of necessary coursework (e. g. foreign languages) at their high schools will
be considered on a case-by-case basis for this award.

Kentucky Community and Technical College System
2007-08 Scholarship/Financial Aid Program Investments
KCTCS will increase existing scholarships to offset increases in tuition.
Additionally, KCTCS will implement new scholarships and fund additional needs-based financial aid
as follows.
Workforce Development/Transfer Program: KCTCS is implementing the Workforce
Development/Transfer Program to develop a workforce that stimulates business development, creates
better jobs and a higher standard of living, and facilitates Kentucky’s transition to a knowledge-based
economy. In 2007-08, KCTCS will expend at least $300,000 to fund scholarships that support
associate degree completion and subsequent transfer to baccalaureate degree programs at Kentucky
public and independent institutions.
KCTCS Needs-Based Financial Aid Program: KCTCS will fund additional needs-based financial aid
at each of its 16 colleges. Each college has committed to expend a portion of its new operating funds
in 2007-08 to expand its needs-based financial aid program. “Needs-based” students will be defined
as Pell-eligible students, currently approximately 75 percent of the KCTCS enrollment.

Morehead State University
2007-2008 Scholarship/Financial Aid Program Investments
In addition to the fixed cost expense associated with increasing existing scholarship budgets to offset
increases in tuition and total cost of attendance, Morehead State University will allocate revenue from
tuition increases to support two new student financial aid programs.
Eagle Access will provide funds to meet the gap between a student’s financial aid award package and
their estimated total cost of attendance including tuition, room, board, and books. To qualify for an
Eagle Access award, students must meet the following criteria:
• Full-time, first-year Kentucky resident
• Unconditionally admitted to the University
• Family income at or below 120% of the federal poverty level
• Complete a Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) by March 15th each year
The award is renewable for up to 10 semesters of undergraduate study if the student:
• Participates in the federal work study program each semester
• Maintains continuous fall/spring enrollment with a cumulative gpa of at least 2.0
The number of incoming freshman qualifying each fall for the Eagle Access (based on Fall 2006 data)
is estimated at 100 with a total institutional cost of $250,000 in 2007-08 and increasing with
renewals to an estimated 400 students with a cost of $1,500,000 annually by 2011-2012.
Undergraduate Fellowships – modeled after a graduate assistantship, the Undergraduate Fellowship
award provides wages for undergraduate students to work directly with a faculty on research and
projects focused in the student’s program of study. Students are selected for Undergraduate
Fellowship awards by the faculty within each academic department. The award is used both as a
recruitment tool for entering freshman as well as a retention tool that engages students with faculty
outside of the classroom. The fellowship also provides the opportunity for faculty to mentor top
performing students with potential to be successful in graduate programs of study.
The Undergraduate Fellowship program was started in 2005-2006 with the first of a three-year
commitment to invest $75,000 each year. In Fall 2007, the third annual investment of $75,000 will
bring available recurring funds to $225,000 and will serve approximately 120 undergraduate
students.
KCTCS Transfer Scholarships – additional funds will be allocated to the KCTCS Transfer Scholarship
program initiated in Fall 2006 which offers KCTCS students and graduates with 48 college credit
hours a $2,000 - $2,500 award based on transfer gpa. The award is renewable each year by
maintaining a cumulative 3.0 gpa each year. In Fall 2006 a total of $134,000 was awarded in
KTCTS transfer scholarships. That number is expected to increase in Fall 2007 to $270,000.

University of Kentucky
TRUSTEES SCHOLARS are:
1. 100 current KCTCS students who earn an Associates Degree and a 3.5 cumulative GPA and
enroll at UK full-time in Fall 2007. They can continue to pay KCTCS tuition rates for up to two
years.
¾ University investment per scholar in 2007-08: $2270/semester ($4540/year)
¾ Total University investment in 2007-08: $454,000
¾ Requirement for renewal for second year: 3.3 cumulative GPA
2. 150 current KCTCS students who earn at least 48 hours of credit (with at least 24 at a KCTCS
institution) and a 3.3 cumulative GPA and enroll at UK full-time in Fall 2007. They can receive up
to $2,000 per year for up to two years.
¾ University investment in 2007-08: $300,000.
¾ Requirement for renewal for second year: 3.3 cumulative GPA
3. 275 students who have earned at least 24 hours at an accredited institution and a 3.3 cumulative
GPA and transfer to UK full-time in Fall 2007. They can receive up to $1,000 in their first year.
The University’s investment in 2007-08 is $275,000
•
•
•
•

Number of Trustees Scholars in 2007-08: 525
University investment in Trustees Scholars in 2007-08: $1,029,000
Number of Trustees Scholars when fully implemented: 775
University investment in Trustees Scholars when fully implemented: $1,783,000

PROVOST SCHOLARS are full-time, first-year UK students in Fall 2007 who earn a 28 ACT and a 3.3
cumulative GPA in high school. They will receive up to $1,500 per year for four years. A 3.3
cumulative GPA is required for renewal.
• Number of Provost Scholars in 2007-08: 110 (estimate)
• University investment in Provost Scholars in 2007-08: $165,000
• Number of Provost Scholars when fully implemented: 440 (estimate)
• University investment in Provost Scholars when fully implemented: $ 660,000
FLAGSHIP SCHOLARS are full-time, first-year students in Fall 2007 who earn a 26 or 27 ACT and a
3.3 cumulative GPA in high school. They will receive a one year award of up to $1,500. Depending
on academic performance, they may be eligible for scholarships in later years.
• Number of Flagship Scholars in 2007-08: 475 (estimate)
• University investment in Flagship Scholars in 2007-08: $712,500
CATALYST SCHOLARS1 are full-time, first-year Kentucky resident students in Fall 2007 who are
eligible for the federal Pell Grant and whose family income is at or below 150% of the federal poverty
level guidelines. They will receive up to $2,020 per year for four years if they maintain Satisfactory
Academic Progress.
• Number of Catalyst Scholars in 2007-08: 375 (estimate)
• University investment in Catalyst Scholars in 2007-08: $757,500
• Number of Catalyst Scholars when fully implemented: 1,175 (estimate)
1

Catalyst Scholars must complete a Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) by April
1, 2007 and each subsequent year by February 15.

•

University investment in Catalyst Scholars when fully implemented: $2,373,600

CATALYST SCHOLARS MATH AND SCIENCE CHALLENGE - Beginning in Fall 2008, Catalyst
Scholars will be required to have successfully completed math and science courses in their high school
senior year. Beginning in Fall 2009, Catalyst Scholars will be required to have successfully completed
math and science courses in their high school junior and senior years.
NUMBER OF 2020 SCHOLARS AND TOTAL COSTS:

Scholars

Scholars in
2007-08

Cost in 2007-08

Scholars in
2010-11

Cost in
2010-11

Trustees

525

$1,029,000

775

$1,783,000

Provost

110

$165,000

440

$ 660,000

Flagship

475

$712,500

475

$ 712,500

Catalyst

375

$757,500

1175

$ 2,373,600

Totals

1,485

$2,664,000

2,865

$ 5,529,100

Council on Postsecondary Education
January 29, 2007

Developmental Education Task Force Report
The Developmental Education Task Force was charged by the Council’s Quality and
Accountability Policy Group with developing a comprehensive plan to reduce the number of
underprepared students and to better support and retain students who enter the institutions.
Task force members (see attached) began meeting in August to identify important issues and
policy options as the foundation of the plan. All meeting materials are posted on the
Council’s Web site at http://cpe.ky.gov/committees/develop_ed/default.htm.
The results of recent freshmen preparation and performance reports emphasized the
importance and urgency of the work of the task force. Council reports showed that in both
2002 and 2004 just over 50 percent of the first-time freshmen did not meet the Council’s
standard for preparation in math, English, and reading. Even higher percentages of entering
minority and adult students require remediation. Additionally, underprepared students were
twice as likely to drop out by the sophomore year as prepared students (38.8 percent
compared to 19.5 percent). The level of college readiness of the 2004 entering college class
showed little improvement over 2002.
National and state-level leaders in the developmental education field presented
current issues and initiatives that may serve as models for the statewide plan. The
following experts addressed the task force:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr. Hunter Boylan, Director, National Center for Developmental Education
Karen Sue Cain, President, Kentucky Association of Developmental Education, and
Director of Transition and University Services at Eastern Kentucky University
Marcella Davis, Learning Center Coordinator and Humanities Division Faculty,
Madisonville Community and Technical College
Sarah Hindman Hawker, Vice President, Kentucky Adult Education
Phillip Rogers, Executive Director, Educational Professional Standards Board
James G. Cibulka, Dean, College of Education, University of Kentucky
Sam Evans, Dean, College of Education and Behavioral Sciences, Western Kentucky
University
Byron McClenney, Project Director and Senior Lecturer, Community College
Leadership Program, University of Texas at Austin

Members initially identified 36 recommendations within the following framework of seven
problem statements:

1. Too much variability exists in institutional delivery of developmental education services in
postsecondary education, resulting in varying degrees of developmental student success.
2. More effective collaboration is needed between postsecondary education and P-12/adult
education to significantly reduce the proportion of underprepared freshmen who were
recent high school graduates.
3. Kentucky's teacher educator programs need more targeted programs to improve K-12
teacher preparation and professional development addressing teachers’ ability to produce
college-ready students in mathematics, English, and reading.
4. A targeted strategic funding and accountability system is needed to support postsecondary
institutions in promoting the success of underprepared students and hold them
accountable for doing so.
5. Collaboration between adult education and postsecondary education must be directed
toward reducing the proportion of underprepared GED graduates.
6. The large opportunity gaps in the preparation levels of minority and nontraditional
students must be reduced, and the effectiveness of postsecondary developmental
education programs for those students must be improved.
7. State-level assessment and placement policies must be revised to reflect current best
practices and ensure students receive the help they need when they need it.
At the January 8, 2007, meeting the group consolidated the large set of items and selected
six primary recommendations as the central focus of the developmental education plan and
agreed on the following six general draft recommendations. The task force will hold one
additional meeting to review these draft recommendations and approve its final report to the
Council.
1. Update College Admissions Regulations
Revise current guidelines for admission (13 KAR 2:020) to require that underprepared
students begin developmental coursework in the first semester of enrollment, continue
coursework until required proficiencies are established, and begin college entry-level
coursework in the semester that immediately follows completion of developmental courses
in that subject area. Additionally, review and, where necessary, increase the current
systemwide standards of readiness for admission in English, reading, and mathematics to
be consistent with the findings of the American Diploma Project and ACT research.
2. Create an Integrated Accountability System Tied to Performance Funding
Develop accountability systems and performance funding programs, with established
timelines, that provide rewards and consequences for (a) postsecondary institutions and P12 districts for the performance of high schools in postsecondary education service
regions in graduating college-ready students, as defined by statewide college readiness

standards and (b) the performance of postsecondary institutions in achieving retention and
graduation rates for underprepared students equal to or approaching that of prepared
students.
3. Fund Infrastructure Improvement
Fund infrastructure support for postsecondary institutions and adult education, dependent
upon matching funds in the case of postsecondary institutions, to implement a plan for
delivery of underprepared student services that reflect best practice and that include
assessment of current services, workforce professional development needs, collaborations
with area adult education programs, and goals for underprepared student performance,
including opportunity gaps. Provide weighted funding in institutional budget development
that provides greater support for the enrollment of underprepared students.
4. Align College Readiness Standards and Tie to Educator Professional
Development
Develop postsecondary, secondary, and adult education collaborations to align college
readiness standards and provide professional development opportunities for educators to
enhance their success in helping students meet those standards using resources such as
those provided by the Kentucky Center for Mathematics and the Collaborative Center for
Literacy Development. Provide funding for county-level pilot projects to implement
college-bound GED curricula aligned with college-level courses, including the ADP-based
content standards.
5. Better Link Educator Preparation to College Readiness
Require the EPSB to include criteria for program approval and continuing accreditation
that assess program components designed to ensure teachers can diagnose and address
learner problems in literacy and mathematics to improve college readiness in these areas
and provide similar evaluations for adult education instructor preparation.
6. Develop Early Student Interventions
Implement strategies to improve the college readiness of high school students, including
dual enrollment, and other senior year interventions for junior students scoring below the
ACT readiness thresholds. Use the EPAS (Educational Planning and Assessment System)
diagnostic data to develop collaborative interventions between postsecondary institutions
and middle/high schools to target and assist significantly underprepared demographic
groups to eliminate opportunity gaps by the junior year of high school.
The Developmental Education Task Force will meet January 23 to comment on the draft final
report. If the task force approves the report with no major revisions, the report will be
considered by the Council’s Quality and Accountability Policy Group at its January 29
meeting with action by the full Council at its March 5 meeting.
Staff preparation by Sherri Noxel
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World Languages Work Group Update
Several recent task forces and reports recognize at the national level that competence in
languages other than English, as well as international cross-cultural study and experience, are
critical to the nation’s ability to compete economically in a global economy and to our
national security. 1 In response to this, Pell-eligible students majoring in certain foreign
languages designated as “critical” were included in the federally funded SMART grants
program (National Science and Mathematics Access to Retain Talent) announced in early
2006.
The Kentucky Board of Education considered inclusion of competency in a language other
than English as a high school graduation requirement during its last review of Kentucky’s
curriculum. An insufficient supply of foreign language teachers was cited as the chief
obstacle to the approval of this change.
The Council of Chief Academic Officers of Kentucky’s public postsecondary institutions asked
that the Council on Postsecondary Education develop a comprehensive statewide strategy
focused not only on the preparation of teachers, but on the expansion of world language
learning opportunities available across and throughout the Commonwealth and the increased
world language and international cultural competency of all Kentuckians. This strategy was
to include recommendations on ways to: 1) increase the number of K-12 world language
teachers, 2) increase the number of world languages taught at the K-12 and postsecondary
and professional levels and the quality of these offerings, and 3) increase study abroad
opportunities at both the K-12 and postsecondary levels.
Representatives of Kentucky’s public and independent postsecondary institutions and the K-12
sector met in September and December 2006 to assess Kentucky’s capacity for increasing
among its students’ world language and international cultural competence and develop
strategies to ensure more students graduate with those competencies. They are reviewing
K-12 and postsecondary enrollments, postsecondary degree production, K-12 and
postsecondary world language requirements, K-12 and postsecondary study abroad
opportunities, and K-12 teaching capacity and certification policies and procedures.
1

"Education for Global Leadership: The Importance of International Studies and Foreign Language Education
for U.S. Economic and National Security" (Committee for Economic Development, February 2006):
http://www.ced.org/projects/educ_forlang.shtml; "A Call to Action for National Foreign Language Capabilities"
(The National Language Conference, February 2005): http://www.nlconference.org/docs/White_Paper.pdf;
"Defense Language Transformation Roadmap" (U.S. Department of Defense, January 2005):
http://www.defenselink.mil/news/Mar2005/d20050330roadmap.pdf.

The group is scheduled to meet again in February and will begin to draft recommendations
for increasing the supply of world language K-12 teachers and increasing the range of
language options at the K-12 and postsecondary levels.

Staff preparation by Dianne M. Bazell

Council on Postsecondary Education
January 29, 2007

Official Fall 2006 Postsecondary Enrollment
Public postsecondary enrollments have been submitted to the Council for fall 2006. The
following table includes official enrollment for fall 2006 and longitudinal data from the
previous nine years. Highlights of fall 2006 enrollment reports include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This is a record year for enrollments, but the growth has slowed. Overall, fall 2006
undergraduate enrollment is up about 1.5 percent over fall 2005.
Kentucky State University led the universities in undergraduate increases with a 5.1
percent increase over fall 2005.
NKU had the second-largest increase with undergraduate enrollment up 4.6 percent
over fall 2005.
UK’s undergraduate enrollment also was up noticeably with a 3.2 percent increase
over fall 2005.
KCTCS enrollment growth appears to be leveling off with a 1.8 percent increase over
last fall.
EKU and Morehead saw small drops in their undergraduate enrollments compared to
the previous year.
Overall, graduate enrollment is basically the same in fall 2006 as it was in fall 2005.

Staff preparation by Charles McGrew

Total Headcount Enrollment by Level
Kentucky Public Institutions
Fall 1997 - Fall 2006
Institution/Level
Universities
Eastern Kentucky University
Undergraduate
Graduate
Total Headcount

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

13,437
1,988
15,425

13,480
1,922
15,402

13,274
1,914
15,188

12,909
1,748
14,657

13,023
1,890
14,913

13,053
2,195
15,248

13,567
2,384
15,951

13,837
2,346
16,183

13,942
2,277
16,219

13,623
2,140
15,763

Kentucky State University
Undergraduate
Graduate
Total Headcount

2,203
85
2,288

2,205
98
2,303

2,277
116
2,393

2,129
125
2,254

2,165
149
2,314

2,107
146
2,253

2,138
168
2,306

2,183
152
2,335

2,228
158
2,386

2,341
159
2,500

Morehead State University
Undergraduate
Graduate
Total Headcount

6,690
1,518
8,208

6,743
1,520
8,263

6,645
1,526
8,171

6,755
1,572
8,327

7,268
1,759
9,027

7,712
1,678
9,390

7,929
1,580
9,509

7,762
1,531
9,293

7,549
1,513
9,062

7,515
1,510
9,025

Murray State University
Undergraduate
Graduate
Total Headcount

7,210
1,601
8,811

7,349
1,554
8,903

7,299
1,615
8,914

7,492
1,649
9,141

7,776
1,872
9,648

8,088
1,832
9,920

8,385
1,715
10,100

8,371
1,757
10,128

8,585
1,689
10,274

8,607
1,697
10,304

Northern Kentucky University
Undergraduate
Graduate
First-Professional
Total Headcount

10,625
758
402
11,785

10,643
764
392
11,799

10,672
746
358
11,776

10,859
871
371
12,101

11,288
884
376
12,548

12,164
1,107
472
13,743

12,223
1,196
526
13,945

12,070
1,272
579
13,921

12,107
1,335
583
14,025

12,668
1,447
523
14,638

University of Kentucky
Undergraduate
Graduate
Post-Doctoral
First-Professional
House Staff
Total Headcount

17,014
5,142
147
1,390
478
24,171

17,157
5,142
197
1,410
488
24,394

16,847
4,822
209
1,397
467
23,742

16,899
4,837
256
1,380
480
23,852

17,284
5,399
240
1,365
503
24,791

17,878
5,767
232
1,388
476
25,741

18,190
5,881
284
1,408
497
26,260

18,492
5,825
295
1,427
506
26,545

18,732
5,485
224
1,485
513
26,439

19,328
5,584
282
1,506
509
27,209

University of Louisville
Undergraduate
Graduate
Post-Doctoral
First-Professional
House Staff
Total Headcount

14,564
4,434
29
1,301
566
20,894

14,647
4,293
65
1,269
583
20,857

14,710
4,168
74
1,256
585
20,793

14,477
4,374
84
1,253
580
20,768

14,131
4,302
136
1,271
554
20,394

14,475
4,677
87
1,281
569
21,089

14,724
4,795
90
1,306
549
21,464

14,933
4,802
124
1,301
565
21,725

15,057
4,667
126
1,329
581
21,760

15,103
4,655
145
1,350
588
21,841
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Total Headcount Enrollment by Level
Kentucky Public Institutions
Fall 1997 - Fall 2006 (continued)
Institution/Level
Western Kentucky University
Undergraduate
Graduate
Total Headcount

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

12,338
2,205
14,543

12,713
2,169
14,882

12,921
2,202
15,123

13,272
2,244
15,516

14,135
2,444
16,579

15,234
2,584
17,818

15,798
2,593
18,391

15,846
2,667
18,513

15,978
2,667
18,645

16,067
2,597
18,664

84,081
17,731
176
3,093
1,044
106,125

84,937
17,462
262
3,071
1,071
106,803

84,645
17,109
283
3,011
1,052
106,100

84,792
17,420
340
3,004
1,060
106,616

87,070
18,699
376
3,012
1,057
110,214

90,711
19,986
319
3,141
1,045
115,202

92,954
20,312
374
3,240
1,046
117,926

93,494
20,352
419
3,307
1,071
118,643

94,178
19,791
350
3,397
1,094
118,810

95,252
19,789
427
3,379
1,097
119,944

41,957

51,647

52,842

59,415

70,913

76,082

80,695

81,990

84,931

86,475

Total Public Institutions
Undergraduate
Graduate
Post-Doctoral
First-Professional
House Staff

126,038
17,731
176
3,093
1,044

136,584
17,462
262
3,071
1,071

137,487
17,109
283
3,011
1,052

144,207
17,420
340
3,004
1,060

157,983
18,699
376
3,012
1,057

166,793
19,986
319
3,141
1,045

173,649
20,312
374
3,240
1,046

175,484
20,352
419
3,307
1,071

179,109
19,791
350
3,397
1,094

181,727
19,789
427
3,379
1,097

Total Headcount

148,082

158,450

158,942

166,031

181,127

191,284

198,621

200,633

203,741

206,419

Total Universities
Undergraduate
Graduate
Post-Doctoral
First-Professional
House Staff
Total Headcount

Kentucky Community and
Technical College System

Notes: Enrollment data for the Technical Colleges were not collected prior to Fall 1998.
Lexington Community College is included in KCTCS.
Graduate data include doctoral students.
Source: Council on Postsecondary Education Comprehensive Database.
December 15, 2006
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Updated Migration Study
The Council has conducted a data match with the driver’s license databases to identify
students who graduated five years ago and who still live in Kentucky. Results will be
presented at the January 29 meeting comparing the current migration rates of students to
migration rates from the previous study prepared roughly ten years ago.

Staff preparation by Charles McGrew

in f o r m a t i o n & r e s e a r c h

s p e c i al r e p o r t
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Brain Gain
Retaining Kentucky Graduates

T

he vast majority of people who earn degrees at Kentucky’s public colleges
and universities stay in Kentucky after graduation. In fact, the proportion of
alumni who choose to stay in the Commonwealth has increased significantly
since the mid-1990s based on results from a new Kentucky Council on
Postsecondary Education study. The overall percent of graduates who stayed in
Kentucky increased from 73 to 86 percent. The percent with a bachelors rose even
more from 71 to 87 percent.
According to a 2000 study, 83 percent of in-state graduates from public
institutions were still in the Commonwealth after five years. The 2006 study indicates
that the proportion has risen to 95 percent. During a time frame when the number of
degrees and awards was increasing, it is a very good sign that not only are more
Kentuckians choosing to earn degrees but they are also choosing to remain in the
Commonwealth. The actual number of graduates who choose to stay in Kentucky
actually increased by 36 percent between 2000 and 2006. These increases cannot help
but improve the education level of Kentuckians.
In addition to the growing number of Kentuckians who are choosing to stay,
more out-of-state students are also choosing to stay in Kentucky after graduation (37
percent compared to 24 percent in the 2000 study) and roughly half (49 percent) of
international students are also choosing to remain after graduation.
Re taining Ke ntuck y Graduate s
All Pos ts e condary Graduate s - 5 Ye ars Late r
Ke ntuck y Public Ins titutions - By Ins titution
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•

95 percent of in-state graduates
from public colleges and universities stay in Kentucky after completing their degree or credential.
Overall, between 2000 and 2006
the proportion of graduates from
public colleges and universities in
Kentucky who choose to remain in
the state increased from 73 to 86
percent.
With the increase in the number of
degrees and credentials being
awarded, the number of graduates
who choose to stay in Kentucky
actually increased by 36 percent
between 2000 and 2006.
Roughly half (49 percent) of international students are choosing to
remain in Kentucky after graduation.
The proportion of out-of-state students who stay in Kentucky after
graduation has increased by more
than 50 percent (37 percent in 2006
compared to 24 percent in 2000).
The percent of students who earn
doctorates and stay in Kentucky
nearly doubled from 27 to 52 percent.

included to allow for additional studies to better understand
migration over time as well as regional migration within the
Commonwealth. Without the assistance of the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet, this study would not have been
possible.

The Study
In 2000 the CPE conducted a data match with the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet to identify students who graduated
approximately five years earlier from one of the state’s public
institutions to see if they were still in Kentucky. The study
included graduates from the 1993-94 and 1994-95 academic
years who were still in Kentucky in 2000, which was defined
as either having a Kentucky driver’s license or picture
identification. In 2000 the CPE also performed a match with
the Unemployment Insurance databases in the state; however,
the Council was unable to replicate that in the 2006 study.
Therefore, all comparisons will be solely between results from
both the 2000 and the 2006 studies based solely on matches
with the driver’s license and identification databases.
The Transportation databases include all Kentuckians
who either have a driver’s license or a state picture
identification card. This was the first in-state and out-of-state
migration study of college graduates conducted in Kentucky.
Using a similar methodology, the CPE conducted a second data
match with Transportation in 2006 of students who had
graduated during the 2000-01 academic year. During this most
recent data match, students who had graduated in the previous
ten years, as well as drop-outs and current students, were also

In-State, Out-of-State, and
International Students
As one might expect, native Kentuckians who go to an in-state
public college or university are more likely to remain in the
Commonwealth than students from out-of-state who earn
degrees here (95 percent compared to 37 percent in 2006).
However, the proportion of out-of-state students who stay in
Kentucky after graduation has increased by more than 50
percent (37 percent in 2006 compared to 24 percent in 2000).
Overall, in-state graduates from all of Kentucky’s public
colleges and universities are still more likely to stay in the state
five years after graduation than their counterparts in the 2000
study. All of the public institutions showed increasing rates for
in-state students who stay with the exception of Kentucky State
whose rates remained the same compared to those in the 2000
study.

Retaining Kentucky Graduates
In-State Postsecondary Graduates - 5 Years Later
Kentucky Public Institutions - By Institution
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Retaining Kentucky Graduates
Out-of-State Postsecondary Graduates - 5 Years Later
Kentucky Public Institutions - By Institution
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People occasionally question the utility of enrolling
out-of-state students at public institutions. While it is true that
out-of-state and international students are not as likely to stay
in Kentucky after graduation, a growing proportion do choose
to make the Commonwealth their home and ultimately
contribute to the economy. The proportion of out-of-state
graduates who stay in Kentucky varies from institution to
institution. In some instances, such as at Kentucky State
University and the University of Kentucky, more than half of
out-of-state graduates choose to stay in the state and, overall,
nearly half (49 percent) of the international students who earn
degrees here also choose to make Kentucky their home.

in Kentucky than their counterparts from five years earlier. In
the previous study only two out of five of those who received
doctorates stayed in-state. In the 2006 study nearly two out of
three (65 percent) doctoral graduates stayed in Kentucky five
years after completing their degrees. The proportion of out-ofstate students who completed doctoral degrees and stayed
nearly doubled between the two studies (52 percent compared
to 27 percent in the 2000 study).

Variances by Degree Level

Different majors or degree areas retain students within the state
at different levels. Obviously the job market and economic
outlook varies in Kentucky and some professions may not be
present in abundance to accommodate as many students as the
institutions are graduating.
The overall picture of selected majors at various levels
shows that professions such as nursing and education seem to
retain more people than high-tech fields such as engineering
(92 and 88 percent, respectively, compared to 78 percent). This
seems plausible since there are significant numbers of nurses
and teachers in every community across the Commonwealth.
However, when broken out by degree level, at least at the
bachelor’s degree level, the engineers were actually slightly

Graduates with different levels of education vary in terms of
how likely they are to remain in Kentucky. As illustrated by the
2000 study, and as one might expect due to possibly expanded
job opportunities, a student who completes an associate degree
is slightly more likely to stay than one who completes a
bachelor’s, who is more likely to stay than one who completes
a master’s, who is more likely to remain than one who
completes a doctorate.
Those same relationships showed up again in the 2006
study but graduates from all levels are even more likely to stay
Council on Postsecondary Education

Differences by Major or Degree Area
and Level
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Retaining Kentucky Graduates
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All Postsecondary Graduates - 5 Years Later
Kentucky Public Institutions - By Aw ard Level
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more likely than those with degrees in
education to stay in the state five years
later.
As expected, graduates from the
master’s and doctoral programs are
actually bringing down the overall figures
for some academic programs.
Specifically, the state does not seem to do
a very good job of providing an
environment that encourages graduate
degree recipients in engineering or
business to stay. This may be a reflection
of the job market in these fields for
workers with advanced degrees and
credentials.

Retaining Kentucky Graduates
All Pos ts e condary Graduate s - 5 Ye ars Late r, 2006
Ke ntuck y Public Ins titutions - By Se le cte d M ajor
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Gender, Ethnicity, Age,
and Migration
Caucasians are slightly more likely to stay
in Kentucky than minorities, and females
are slightly more likely than males to stay
in the state after graduation. Examining
the results by age defined as traditional
(24 and younger) and nontraditional (25
and older) does show an unexpected lack
of difference. Common sense might make
people think that the younger, traditionalaged students with fewer ties would be
more likely to leave the state for other
opportunities than more mature students
who often are expected to have families,
jobs, or other ties to the region. In the
overall results for all degree levels,
traditional students were slightly more
likely to stay in Kentucky than
nontraditional students (88 percent
compared to 84 percent). When breaking
it down to just students who earned a
bachelor’s degree, there was only a 1
percent difference between the age
groups. Apparently, younger, traditionalaged students are just as likely as adult
students to choose to stay in Kentucky.

What does it all mean?

Retaining Kentucky Graduates
Bache lor's De gre e Re cipie nts - 5 Ye ars Late r, 2006
Ke ntuck y Public Ins titutions - By Se le cte d M ajor
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Retaining Kentucky Graduates
Graduate De gre e Re cipie nts - 5 Ye ars Late r, 2006
Ke ntuck y Public Ins titutions - By Se le cte d M ajor
A ll Majors

79%

Nursing

Overall, the results are very promising
both in terms of Kentucky’s ability to
generate as well as retain an educated
citizenry. In order to achieve the 2020
objective of reaching the national average
in terms of the percentage of Kentuckians
with a bachelor’s degree or above, this
improvement needs to continue.
The vast majority of
Kentuckians who earn degrees from the

Council on Postsecondary Education
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Retaining Kentucky Graduates
A ll Postsecondary Graduates - 5 Y ears Later, 2006
Kentucky Public Institutions - By Gender
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state’s public colleges and universities choose to
stay in Kentucky and a rapidly growing proportion
of out-of-state and international students are also
choosing to stay. This raises important questions
about the value of importing students. There is a
definite long-term impact on the Commonwealth as
more than one-third of the out-of-state students and
about half of the international students stay to make
Kentucky their homes and contribute to the
economy.
In general, the state is not losing very
many of its associate and bachelor’s degree
completers. However, fewer than half of the
graduate degree recipients are staying. More work
should be done to assess the reasons for this and to
evaluate how many people with advanced degrees
are emigrating to the Commonwealth.
Next steps for this study include
evaluating the information in greater depth. While
in-state and out-of-state migration are important, it
is also important to understand how people migrate
within the Commonwealth from rural to urban
areas and vice-versa. According to the maps at the
end of this report, there does not appear to be a
significant difference in the proportion of graduates
from Kentucky’s various counties who stay in-state
verses those who leave. In general, the vast
majority stay. At best it may seem like a slightly
lower proportion from the western part of the state
choose to stay but the differences are minimal.

Re taining Ke ntuck y Graduate s
Bache lor's De gre e Re cipie nts - 5 Ye ars Late r, 2006
Ke ntuck y Public Ins titutions - By M ajor
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Committee on Equal Opportunities Report
Kentucky entered into a partnership with the U. S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil
Rights to bring the Commonwealth into compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964. The partnership is a joint, cooperative effort between the Commonwealth, the
institutions, and the OCR. The Kentucky Plan, established by postsecondary education to
accomplish the same objectives as the partnership, is folded into this agreement with the
OCR.
Following is a summary of recent CEO activities:
•

The Committee on Equal Opportunities meeting dates for 2007 are February 20, April
16, June 18, August 13-14, and October 15. All meetings are scheduled to be held in
Frankfort unless otherwise noted.

•

There is no change in the status of the partnership with the U.S. Department of Education
Office for Civil Rights. Kentucky is not yet released from the agreement.

•

The committee adopted a resolution expressing an intention to engage in diversity
planning statewide upon Kentucky’s full release from the partnership by the U.S.
Department of Education Office for Civil Rights. A request for proposals to conduct a
statewide diversity study was issued in September and contract negotiations are underway
with the selected vendor. The projected schedule for completion of the study is February
2008.

•

The CEO will conduct a campus visit at Kentucky State University in conjunction with its
regular meeting February 20, 2007. The CEO will hold its regular meeting on the KSU
campus.

Staff preparation by Sherron Jackson and Rana Johnson
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Kentucky Plan for Equal Opportunities
2007 Degree Program Eligibility
This assessment is an annual report card that describes institutional success in implementing
strategies to achieve the objectives of the 1997-2002 Kentucky Plan for Equal Opportunities
that promotes compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Based on the success in enrolling, retaining, and hiring African Americans, more of
Kentucky’s public postsecondary institutions qualified for the most favorable category of
eligibility for new programs in 2007 (19) compared to 2006 (13). Seven universities and 12
community and technical colleges qualify for automatic status in 2007 compared to six
universities and seven community and technical colleges in 2006.
Seven universities, compared to six in 2006, are automatically eligible to propose new degree
programs. One university received the quantitative waiver status. Kentucky State University
showed continuing progress on each of its seven Kentucky Plan objectives, while the
University of Louisville showed continuing progress on all objectives. Murray State University
and Western Kentucky University showed continuing progress on seven of eight Kentucky Plan
objectives while Morehead State University, Northern Kentucky University, and University of
Kentucky showed progress on six objectives. Among the universities, the performance of one
declined, two improved, and five were unchanged.
In the Kentucky Community and Technical College System, 12 districts are automatically
eligible to propose new degree programs, compared to seven in 2006. Two institutions
received the quantitative waiver status. One institution received the qualitative waiver status.
Madisonville Community and Technical College is not eligible to propose new programs in
2007 because new programs were implemented in 2006 under a waiver provision.
Madisonville did not make sufficient progress on the Kentucky Plan objectives to be eligible in
the current evaluation year. The number of KCTCS districts falling into the qualitative (least
desirable) category decreased from three in 2006 to one in 2007.
Eight community and technical colleges, Bluegrass Community and Technical College,
Bowling Green Community and Technical College, Elizabethtown Community and Technical
College, Gateway Community and Technical College, Hopkinsville Community College,
Jefferson Community and Technical College, Somerset Community and Technical College,
and West Kentucky Community and Technical College showed progress on all Kentucky Plan
objectives.

Revised

Four KCTCS institutions made progress on three Kentucky Plan objectives, and three KCTCS
districts showed continuous progress on two objectives. Among the 16 districts, seven
improved their performance and eight performed at the same level.
African Americans make up 5.4 percent of total black and white faculty (404 of 7,425) in the
postsecondary system including 5.0 percent (271 of 5,412) at traditionally white four-year
institutions, 4.2 percent (79 of 1,878) at the KCTCS and districts, and 40.0 percent (54 of
135) at Kentucky State University. Proportionately, African American faculty continues to
have the greatest representation at Kentucky State University, while numerically the University
of Louisville employs the most.
African Americans make up 9.4 percent of total black and white executives/administrative/
managerial staff (131 of 1,397) in the postsecondary system including 7.1 percent (81 of
1,136) at traditionally white four-year institutions, 7.7 percent (17 of 220) at KCTCS and
districts, and 80.5 percent (33 of 41) at Kentucky State University.
African Americans make up 7.0 percent of total black and white professional staff (560 of
8,022) in the postsecondary system including 6.0 percent (419 of 7,035) at traditionally
white four-year institutions, 8.7 percent (78 of 892) at KCTCS and districts, and 66.3 percent
(63 of 95) at Kentucky State University.
In fall 2005, Kentucky resident African Americans made up 8.1 percent of total black and white
Kentucky resident undergraduate students (11,627 of 142,826) in the postsecondary system
including 7.0 percent (5,057 of 72,016) at traditionally white four-year institutions, 8.5 percent
(5,883 of 69,398) at KCTCS and districts, and 48.7 percent (687 of 1,412) at Kentucky State
University.
Of 1,851 first-time degree-seeking resident African American students, 46.6 percent (862) were
retained from fall 2005 to fall 2006 compared to 59.3 percent (11,667) of 19,683 whites
during the same period. 37.6 percent (307) of the 2000 cohort of 817 Kentucky resident
African American students graduated within six years of enrolling compared to 51.7 (4,649)
percent of the 2000 cohort of 8,987 whites.
Following review of the evaluation results by the Committee on Equal Opportunities, the
degree program eligibility status reports will be forwarded to the institutional presidents.

Staff preparation by: Rana Johnson and Sherron Jackson

Revised
POSTSECONDARY SYSTEM SUMMARY
DEGREE PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY STATUS
CALENDAR YEAR 2007
Revised: January 23, 2007
The eligibility status of the institutions is determined through the application of the administrative regulation
(13 KAR 2:060).
Postsecondary system performance
Eligibility Category
Automatic
Quantitative Waiver
Qualitative Waiver
Not Eligible
Total

Universities
2007
2006
7
6
1
1
0
1
0
0
8
8

Community & Technical
College Districts
2007
2006
12
7
2
3
1
3
1
3
16
16

Objectives Showing
Continuous Progress

Total Objectives
Evaluated

5
7
6
7
6
6
8
7

8
7
8
8
8
8
8
8

Total
2007
19
3
1
1
24

2006
13
4
4
3
24

Performance by universities
Institution
Eastern Kentucky University
Kentucky State University
Morehead State University
Murray State University
Northern Kentucky University
University of Kentucky
University of Louisville
Western Kentucky University
Notes:

Degree Program Eligibility
Status
2007
2006
Quantitative
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Quantitative
Automatic
Qualitative
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic

Universities (except Kentucky State University) have eight equal opportunity objectives. Kentucky State
University has seven objectives (the objective related to enrollment of graduate students does not apply to
KSU).
Automatic eligibility equals continuous progress in at least six of eight objectives. KSU is at least five of seven
objectives.
Quantitative waiver equals continuous progress in five of eight objectives. New degree programs must be
implemented under the waiver provisions during calendar year 2007. KSU is four of seven objectives.
Qualitative waiver equals continuous progress in four or fewer of eight objectives. New degree programs
must be implemented under the waiver provisions during calendar year 2007. KSU is three or fewer of seven
objectives.

Revised

INSTITUTIONAL DEGREE PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY
CALENDAR YEAR 2007
The eligibility status of the institutions is determined through the application of the administrative regulation
(13 KAR 2:060).
Performance by KCTCS Colleges
Objectives
Showing
Continuous
Institution
Progress
Kentucky Community and Technical College System
Ashland Community & Technical College
3
Big Sandy Community & Technical College
3
Bluegrass Community & Technical College
4
Bowling Green Technical College
4
Elizabethtown Community & Technical College
4
Gateway Community & Technical College
4
Hazard Community & Technical College
2
Henderson Community College
3
Hopkinsville Community College
4
Jefferson Community & Technical College
4
Madisonville Community & Technical College
2
Maysville Community & Technical College
2
Owensboro Community & Technical College
3
Somerset Community College
4
Southeast Community & Technical College
1
West KY Community & Technical College
4
Notes:

Total
Objectives
Evaluated
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Degree Program Eligibility
Status
2007
2006
Automatic
Qualitative
Automatic
Qualitative
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Not Eligible
Quantitative Not Eligible
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Not Eligible
Quantitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Automatic
Not Eligible
Automatic
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Automatic
Automatic

The community and technical colleges have four equal opportunity objectives.
Automatic eligibility equals continuous progress in at least three of four objectives.
Quantitative waiver equals continuous progress in two of four objectives. New degree programs must be
implemented under the waiver provisions during the 2007 calendar year.
Qualitative waiver equals continuous progress in zero or one of four objectives. New degree programs must
be implemented under the waiver provisions during the 2007 calendar year.

Council on Postsecondary Education
January 29, 2007

Statewide Engineering Strategy Report 2001-2006

ACTION: The staff recommends that the Council approve the attached report and
adoption of its recommendations.
The Council on Postsecondary Education approved the Statewide Engineering Strategy in July
2000 to increase geographic access and the number of baccalaureate engineers in Kentucky
through collaborative offerings at two comprehensive universities, Murray State University and
Western Kentucky University, in partnership with the University of Kentucky and the University
of Louisville. In addition to the joint baccalaureate programs, the strategy specified the need
to increase the pre-engineering “pipeline” by strengthening mathematics and science
education at the P-12 level, expand pre-engineering curricula and engineering technology
associate degree programs at the Kentucky Community and Technology College System
transferable to baccalaureate programs, and recruit and mentor women and minorities to the
engineering profession.
The joint programs expanded engineering education between UK and WKU in civil and
mechanical engineering, between UofL and WKU in electrical engineering, and between UofL
and MuSU in electrical engineering. Each of the participating institutions receives funding for
its participation in joint engineering programs to support faculty, staff, equipment, and the
administrative costs of managing the curricula. Funding allocations to date to the four
postsecondary institutions total $4 million ($125,000 annually per institution per program).
The full report of the joint engineering programs 2001-2006 is attached and includes an
analysis of the strategy’s programmatic outcomes and institutional fiscal accounting. It has
been reviewed by the deans of the joint engineering programs and their provosts. The
report’s 11 recommendations include three focusing on expanding the pipeline, six suggested
program modifications, and two targeting work and industry partnerships.

Staff preparation by Jim Applegate, Dianne Bazell, and Linda Linville

Council on Postsecondary Education
January 29, 2007

Regional Stewardship Proposals
Murray State University and Western Kentucky University are seeking Council approval of their
respective regional stewardship infrastructure plans. With that approval, each university will
qualify to receive $200,000 in 2006-07 and $200,000 in 2007-08 infrastructure funds to
support the development and maintenance of organizational structures, personnel, information
systems, and community relationships necessary to sustain a viable stewardship program.
ACTION: The staff recommends that the Council approve regional stewardship
program infrastructure plans for Murray State University and Western Kentucky
University.
On April 24, 2006, House Bill 380 was enacted by the 2006 General Assembly. The bill
authorized funding of $1.2 million in 2006-07 and $3.6 million in 2007-08 for a Regional
Stewardship Program. The Council approved guidelines governing the distribution and
application of these funds at its May 2006 meeting. The guidelines stipulate that $1.2 million
each year of the biennium will be used to bolster infrastructure at Kentucky’s comprehensive
universities in preparation for performing stewardship work. These funds are to be allocated
among the six comprehensive universities in equal amounts of $200,000 per institution each
year and will be used to develop and maintain organizational structures, personnel,
information systems, advisory committees, and external partnerships necessary to sustain
stewardship activities.
To qualify to receive infrastructure funds, each participating institution is required to submit a
comprehensive plan to the Council for making regional stewardship a priority consistent with
Council-approved guidelines and indicating how program funds will be used to support
implementation of that plan. Council staff then provides detailed written feedback followed by
meetings with the teams responsible for the plan at each campus. The university then provides
a revised plan based on the written feedback and meeting discussion. All of this material is
available on the Council Web site to support plan development at each university.
Infrastructure plans for Murray State University (Attachment A) and Western Kentucky
University (Attachment B) are presented for Council approval. A summary of each plan is
provided below, along with CPE staff’s assessment of proposal content.
If approved, funds will be made available to each university to implement their regional
stewardship plan according to the goals and timelines included in each. Funds will not be
allocated to the institution on a recurring basis until the plan is fully implemented.

Murray State University’s Infrastructure Plan
On September 29, 2006, Murray State University submitted its regional stewardship plan to
the Council. A revised plan was submitted in January 2007. The plan includes a request to
the Council for $200,000 in 2006-07 and $200,000 in 2007-08 Regional Stewardship
Program funds. If approved, these distributions will deplete the university’s 2006-08
infrastructure pool allocation. The university proposes to use these funds to staff and provide
operational support for a newly created Office of Regional Stewardship and Outreach to lead
implementation of its regional stewardship plan.
About 80 percent of the requested funds will pay salaries and benefits for a full-time director,
half-time administrative assistant, and full-time secretary for the Office of Regional
Stewardship and Outreach. The director, working in conjunction with community partners and
the Regional Stewardship Advisory Committee, will oversee the development and
implementation of strategies to advance regional development. The remaining 20 percent of
requested funds will support office operating expenses, including travel and related expenses
associated with establishing and maintaining external relationships, and costs or services
associated with convening advisory meetings, hosting public forums, hiring stewardship
consultants, implementing a public awareness campaign, providing faculty professional
development, and integrating public engagement into the curriculum. These proposed uses of
infrastructure funds comply with guideline requirements for the stewardship program.
MuSU has an extensive history of public engagement activity in its region. The university’s
proposal identifies a number of ways that campus officials plan to expand and focus
engagement activity in response to the stewardship initiative. Indeed, the ultimate goal of the
plan is to advance core stewardship values, commitment, and action by revising the
institution’s administrative structure, providing expanded service incentives, and creating
policies and procedures to enhance the institution’s ability to form working partnerships.
Listed below are selected components of MuSU’s stewardship implementation plan.
•

•
•
•

Using the institution’s assigned areas of geographic responsibility (Attachment C),
establish a Regional Advisory Council and begin the process of surveying citizens, meeting
with business, education, and other important external constituents, conducting research,
and hosting town hall meetings to determine the long-term needs of western Kentucky.
The results of this research will drive the identification of regional priorities in the next
phase of regional stewardship funding.
Modify collegiate guidelines to ensure that effective stewardship work is a clear criterion
for annual evaluation, merit, tenure, and promotion.
Require units across campus to develop strategies and action plans to advance strategic
goals, including those related to public engagement activity, and to establish key
indicators for measuring progress.
Establish a new Office of Regional Stewardship and Outreach on campus with the sole
mission of leveraging institutional resources and expertise to promote the welfare of the
region. The office will serve as a clear “one-stop” point of contact for regional partners
needing university assistance.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hire a director of regional stewardship and outreach who, working in conjunction with
community partners and the Regional Stewardship Advisory Committee, will oversee the
development and implementation of strategies to advance regional development.
Develop policies providing release time and resources to support faculty and staff
stewardship activities.
Recognize engagement through an institutional award similar to those for teaching and
research excellence.
Consider a new model for faculty workloads and evaluation based on differential roles for
faculty that better allow a focus on stewardship work.
Develop and implement a comprehensive institutionalized plan for integrating stewardship
into the curriculum, including more engaged classroom teaching, directed coursework
and engagement strategies for students, new teaching materials, and a new tracking
system.
Enhance ongoing faculty development and training for new research/teaching methods
directed at stewardship.
Review employment policies and practices related to faculty and staff engagement and
modify to make stewardship activity a clear priority.
Restructure budget tracking systems to bring all public engagement accounts under one
umbrella in a separately identified part of the budget.
Devise a statement regarding the university’s commitment to regional engagement and
include that statement in employment advertisements.
Add an institutional definition of service to faculty and staff handbooks.
Inventory public engagement activities already occurring on campus conducted by
individuals in both academic and administrative units to identify strengths and gaps in the
stewardship work being provided.
Create an outreach directory and publicize it externally via Web site and other more
traditional means.
Develop a data system for reporting and updating the public engagement inventory linked
to a statewide system for tracking the impact of the regional stewardship program.

MuSU’s proposed use of infrastructure funds meets eligibility requirements for the program
and campus officials have outlined a detailed action plan for promoting and supporting a
culture of engagement.
Western Kentucky University’s Infrastructure Plan
On October 4, 2006, Western Kentucky University submitted a request to the Council for
$200,000 in 2006-07 and $200,000 in 2007-08 Regional Stewardship Program funds. A
revised plan was submitted in January 2007. If approved, these distributions will deplete the
university’s 2006-08 infrastructure pool allocation. The university proposes to use these funds
to pay salaries and benefits for three full-time positions and to provide operational support for
“A Local Information and Volunteer Exchange” (ALIVE) Regional Stewardship Center that will
have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation of WKU’s comprehensive regional
stewardship plan. ALIVE is an existing office that will be converted to regional stewardship.

About 80 percent of the requested funds will pay salaries and benefits for a community
engagement coordinator, faculty engagement coordinator, and communications and
marketing coordinator. The community engagement coordinator will serve as the primary
interface between WKU and its community partners, and will work closely with the Regional
Advisory Committee to identify regional needs, explore opportunities for campus/community
collaboration, and develop a strategic plan for the region. The faculty engagement
coordinator will help faculty and staff focus their teaching and scholarly activities on regional
priorities and will conduct research to identify best practice models. The communications and
marketing coordinator will collect, store, and disseminate data related to ALIVE Center
functions and will be responsible for stewardship program marketing and public relations
activities that promote involvement of regional partners in the initiative.
The ALIVE Regional Stewardship Center will serve as the hub of WKU’s engagement
infrastructure and center staff will have direct responsibility for bringing together campus and
community leaders to identify and address regional priorities. The remaining 20 percent of
requested infrastructure funds will support center operating expenses, including travel for
professional development and supporting stewardship initiatives, equipment and supplies,
and costs or services associated with convening advisory group meetings, hosting public
forums, and developing information/tracking systems. These proposed uses of infrastructure
funds comply with guideline requirements for the stewardship program.
Western Kentucky University has a long tradition of engaging students, faculty, and staff with
the local community. Although WKU already has committed considerable personnel and
resources to community outreach activity, campus officials propose to expand that
commitment by matching regional stewardship funds, better coordinating regional
stewardship efforts, and focusing on regional priorities in response to the stewardship
initiative. Selected components of the university’s action plan are listed below.
•

•
•
•
•

Using the institution’s assigned areas of geographic responsibility (Attachment C), engage
in focus group conversations with partners throughout the region to create a
representative Regional Advisory Committee and establish regional priorities for the next
phase of regional stewardship funding.
Dedicate a facility (i.e., 2,100 square feet) and the expertise and energies of five
professional positions (two funded by WKU and three funded with infrastructure funds) to
the stewardship initiative.
Hire a community engagement coordinator to serve as the primary interface with
community partners in identifying regional needs and exploring opportunities for
campus/community collaboration.
Hire a tenure-track faculty engagement coordinator to work with faculty in advancing
projects that bring their disciplinary or interdisciplinary expertise to bear on projects that
address identified regional priorities.
Hire a communications and marketing coordinator to serve as the primary point of
contact for material related to the university’s regional stewardship mission and to
promote that mission with regional partners.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conduct a campus-wide review of tenure, promotion, and merit pay policies to ensure
that community-based scholarship and engagement activities are included for
consideration.
Create an equitable faculty rewards system (tenure, promotion, merit pay, and workload)
that values stewardship work on an even par with traditional research.
Provide faculty the opportunity to opt for reassigned time to reduce teaching loads and
increase capacity to participate in stewardship initiatives.
Use evidence of stewardship as an important determinant of accountability and reward for
each college and administrative unit.
Include stewardship as an item of accountability in the deans’ annual reports to the
provost.
Adopt common language in advertisements and position descriptions identifying priorities
related to the university’s stewardship mission.
Include community partners in campus planning and decision-making processes.
Develop accountability systems that value the stewardship program.
Refine university planning and budgeting processes to operationalize systems that will
facilitate and support the university’s public engagement agenda.
Transform the ALIVE Center into the ALIVE Regional Stewardship Center by formulating a
new mission and organizational goals to promote regional stewardship and by
establishing additional partnerships with business and governmental sectors.
Designate the ALIVE Regional Stewardship Center as the hub of the university’s public
engagement infrastructure.
Continue to emphasize community engagement as a means of enhancing student
learning through faculty and staff professional development that supports activities like
service learning.
Establish an “Engaged Department” grant program that provides awards for departments
desiring to be engaged with at least one regional priority.
Develop recognition systems for faculty and staff that engage in stewardship and outreach
work (e.g., publications that highlight the work of both individual faculty and
departments).
Fully integrate Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) outcomes, including the outcome of
engaging students with individuals, groups, and issues beyond campus boundaries, into
the curricular and co-curricular learning environment for all students.
Increase the number of courses put forward for review by the curriculum committees that
add service-learning designations.
Implement a co-curricular transcript/e-portfolio system that will track and record student
participation in diverse types of learning experiences, including service learning, study
abroad, and leadership, and that will link activities to discrete learning goals.

As demonstrated by its proposal, WKU is committed to working with community partners to
address regional needs. The proposed uses of program funds meet eligibility requirements for
the program, and campus officials have outlined a detailed action plan for promoting and
supporting regional stewardship.
Staff preparation by Jim Applegate, Bill Payne, Melissa Bell, and Linda Linville

Areas of Geographic Responsibility
Public Four-Year Postsecondary Institutions

Boone

Carroll

Oldham

UofL

Meade
Henderson

Union

Webster
Crittenden
Livingston
Ballard
Carlisle
Hickman
Fulton

McCracken

Murray

Lyon

Marshall

Graves

Calloway

Daviess
McLean

Ohio

Muhlenberg

Butler

Marion

LaRue

Grayson

WKU

Todd

Hart

Barren

Simpson

Allen

Rockcastle

Monroe

Pulaski

Russell

Cumberland

Elliott

Menifee

Jackson

EKU
Laurel

McCreary

Whitley

Morgan

Wolfe

Lee

Lawrence

Johnson

Owsley

Floyd
Knott

Perry

Clay

Martin

Magoffin

Breathitt

Leslie

Knox
Wayne

Clinton

Estill

Boyd

Carter

Morehead

Powell

Garrard Madison

Green

Metcalfe

Bath

Clark

Greenup

Rowan

Montgomery

Jessamine

Boyle

Lewis

Fleming

Bourbon

Fayette

UK

Mercer

Mason

Nicholas

Scott

Casey

Adair

Robertson

Lincoln

Taylor

Edmonson

Logan

Anderson

Washington

Hardin

Harrison

Woodford

Nelson

Warren
Christian

Trigg

Breckinridge

Hopkins

Caldwell

Bullitt

Hancock

Spencer

Owen

Franklin

Bracken

Pendleton

Grant

KSU

Shelby

Jefferson

NKU

Gallatin

Trimble

Henry

Kenton
Campbell

Letcher

Harlan
Bell

August 15, 2006
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Statewide Facilities Condition Assessment Status Report
On November 17, 2005, the Council issued a request for proposals (RFP) to conduct a
statewide facilities condition assessment. VFA, Inc., of Boston, Massachusetts, was selected as
the prime contractor to implement the study. A contract with VFA, Inc., was approved April 11,
2006. The cost of the project is $1.8 million and is shared among the institutions and the
Council. The assessment was completed by VFA in December 2006 and postsecondary
institutions are currently reviewing and commenting on the draft report. VFA will present their
findings to the Council at the March 5, 2007, meeting.
Based on available funding, the Council and institutions contracted with VFA, Inc., to
complete a Level I assessment of education and general facilities for the postsecondary
education system, i.e., not all institutional space is included in the study. Therefore, the study
results cannot be applied beyond the specific group of facilities identified for the study. The
project is nearing completion. Following is a summary of the space assessed by the study:
Postsecondary System Total
VFA Study – Total Assessed
Paulien & Assoc. – Adequacy & Fit for Continued Use

# of Buildings
2,000
731
141

GSF
46,372,425
29,940,339
10,038,067

% of Space
100
64.6
21.6

1. GSF is gross square feet.
2. Space not assessed include: auxiliary, housing, athletics, farms, parking garages, offcampus/extended campus sites, and other public service facilities.
3. The Paulien study is a subset of the VFA, Inc., total space assessed.

Project Implementation:
A kick-off and demonstration seminar was held May 10, 2006, at Kentucky State University.
Invitations to attend the seminar were extended to each institution (three representatives),
Capital Planning Advisory Board staff, Capital Projects and Bond Oversight Committee staff,
Office of the State Budget Director staff, Finance and Administration Cabinet staff, Office of
Facilities Management staff, and others.
Phase I of the project, VFA facility assessments, was completed in September 2006. Draft
assessment reports (VFA only) were reviewed by institutions and Council staff with comments
provided to VFA in September and October 2006. The final draft report was provided by
VFA in December 2006 with review and final comments by institutions and the Council
forwarded to VFA in January 2007. The final report of the assessment is scheduled to be
presented to the Council at its March 5, 2007, meeting. The report will be used to: a)
update the statewide facilities database that is maintained by the Finance and Administration

Cabinet, Division of Facilities Management; b) update the Council’s comprehensive facilities
database and the individual facilities databases of each institution; and, c) form the primary
basis for the development of the biennial six-year capital improvement plans and biennial
capital project requests.
Phase II of the study was a condition and fit-for-continued-use and space need analysis
conducted by Paulien & Associates of Boulder, Colorado. This phase of the review addresses
a group of specific facilities regarding their fit-for-continued-use for the purpose that they
were constructed or are currently being used and provides projections of space needed over
the next 15 years. Site visits by Paulien were completed by October 30. The findings and
recommendations of Paulien & Associates will be included in the final VFA report.
Representatives of Paulien & Associates will discuss the findings and recommendations as a
part of the VFA, Inc., presentation to the Council at the March 5, 2007, meeting.
Next Steps
1. After acceptance of the report by the Council, present assessment findings and
recommendations to the Capital Planning Advisory Board, the Capital Projects and Bond
Oversight Committee, and other groups.
2. Use findings and recommendations to develop the postsecondary institution 2008-14
capital plans.
3. Use the assessment report to update the postsecondary education capital request and
recommendation process.

Staff preparation by Sherron Jackson
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Nominating Committee Report
Mr. Canafax, chair of the Nominating Committee, will present recommendations for Council
chair and vice chair to serve February 1, 2007, through January 31, 2008.

Staff preparation by Phyllis Bailey

